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Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 13, NUMBER 50.

CLOVIS

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

Will

SOON

PMMIBLE
Two-Da-

y

IMS

Straight Ball Game

ASSN.

Session to be Held

Here on June 22 and 23.

BONDS

Over One Hundred Bankers will Attend.

Will

That Clovis

RAISEDJR

air line

CHURCH

The drive for funds for the erection of the new Methodist church has
been under way this week with the
result that up until Thursday in the
neighborhood of $30,000 had been
subscribed. The drive will be continued through the entire week and
the total will be announced from the
pulpit Sunday morning. The amount
raised locally will be supplemented by
a loan from the Church Extension
Board and the Methodist people are
now feeling very enthusiastic about
raising the necessary funds for the
erection of this fine church building
which will be on North Main Street
just south of the Court House.

BE ON

is on tho

TO BE SOLD
ON JULY TWELFTH

Tho wuter and sewer bonds
voted at tho election last April
will be advertised
and slod
on tho 12th day of July. "As
will be advertised
and sold
as is possible work of improving
the water and sewer system will
4
commence.

The Panhandle Bankers Association will meet in Clovis on the 22nd
and 23rd of this month. It is estimated that about 125 bankers from
various towns in Western Texas,
Now Mexico (and Okluhoma will be
here and local bankers and the
Chamber of Commerce are making
every effort to make the meeting the
most successful the bankers have
ever had.
The address of welcome will be de- livered by Mayor Joe C. McClelland
on Tuesday, following which the rcg-ulbusiness of the association will
be taken up. On Tuesday evening
there will be a banquet at the Elks
auditorium, followed by a dance at
the Elks home. The guests will be
taken for a drive over the town and
county and otherwise entertained.
This meeting of bankers will be a
great advertisement for Clovis. It
will bring prominent moneyed men
from all over the plains here and
they will go home singing praises
for Eastern New Mexico and the best
town in the state.

CLOVIS

Elks Take Seventh

ENTERTAIN

which

will bo running from Kan-saCity to
Kl Paso in a short time and is also
in line for the terminal station for
a line from Dallas to Denver, is the
statement of W. A. E. Wilder of
the American Aircraft Syndicate,
who spt-n- t
Saturday and Sunday in

Outclassing their visitors in every
point of the game, the Clovis Elks
base ball nine defeated Canyon, Texas, by a score of 7 to 1 and marked
up their seventh consecutive victory,
on the local diamond Sunday afternoon.
Denise pitched a superb game for
the locals, letting Canyon down with
two hits, and at no time did he let up
in the bombardment of curves and
hot ones that kept the invaders guessing.
Johnson, the visiting mound artist,
looked good in the box until Jack
Johnson, local short stop, came to
the but and polled out a long one for
three bases and galloped home on
Sery's single. That started the excitement, and before the ' visitors
could calm down, Clovis had marked
up four runs. A single by Denise atid
a three-bas- e
hit by Raybourn were
additional features of this inning
In the third Goodwin put a hot one
through the second sackcr's fingers
and counted on Jack Johnson's home
run.
In the fourth inning Myers replaced Johnson for Canyon and the game
tightened up until the sixth. Then
n
the locals counted again when
landed a single, advanced on
an error and scored on Turner's
single.
Canyon's only score came in the
eighth when Key counted on a series
of errors.
During the game the CloviB team
marked up ten hits, and the Canyon
team registered two.
Umpires Murphy and Rogers.
Ray-bour-

NEW ELEVATOR TO
BE BUILT AT TEXICO

MAIN STREET BUILDING

U. P. Killbrcw, manager
of the
Westrern Trading Company at this
place announces that his company
will soon erect an elevator at Texico.
The new elevator will have stockholders among some of the prominent
farmers north of Texico as well as
Clovis people and will have a capacity of 12,500 bushels. Mr.
says a contract will be let in
the near future for the erection of
the building.

In a deal which was closed Monday,
Grisamore and Osborne purchased
from S. J. Roykin the building at
1
North Main Street, now occupied by the Clovis Journal. The consideration was $14,000.
The building will probably be occupied by the Journal for some time
yet, though Grisamore & Osborne
plan to move their store to the new
location eventually.

SELLS FQR $14,000

s

Cluvia.

According to Mr. Wilder, the two
lines will cross somewhere in this
vicinity, and the terminal station will
be an important feature of the air
lines.
Plans of the syndicate
include
twelve monster Martin planes, euc'i
to carry twelve passenger and 1000
pounds of light express and mail. The
line will have two planes at each end
end two planes at the terminal field
for emergency purposes. Planes will
leave Kansas City and El Paso, and
Dallas and Denver, each morning and
after meeting at tho terminal field;
will return that afternoon
"The air service of America is pro
gressing much faster thnn the people
oom to rcalize,"said Mr. Wilder,"and
it is only a mutter of a short time
until the whole country will bo a net
work of air lines."
i"Our air- - lines from Kaunas City
to El Paso, and from Denver to Dal
lu.1, are a sure thing," Mr. Wilder
' said.
"Oct planes have been ordered
and tho only thing in the way now
is arranging suitable landing field)
along the lines. We hope to have
these lines in actual operation by thin

Kill-bre- w

1 1

.

WILL AUCTION IT OFF

D. W. Jones, secretary of the local
of Commerce, who is co- -

Chamber

landing field to comply with the regulations of the American Aircraft
Syndicate, and that no difficulty
making
in
would be encountered
Clovis a regular station on the line.
The probable location of landing field
is nortKeast of the city limits.
ROY WALKER IMPROVING
AFTFR AN OPERATION

HAVE 10VE

t'lms. E. Dennis is the author of
the prediction that this is the Inst
National Republican Convention thnt
The Democratic Convention at Ros- will be held. Mr. Dennis thinks the
republicans will just auction the nom- wel last week was a harmonious
ination four years from now and affair. The big speakers of the occasion were Senator A. A. Jones of
simplify matters.
this state and Senator Owen of Oklahoma.
The delegate! named to the
convention will go unin- national
GREAT HIGHWAYS ARE
structed and ho alternate delegntes
were chosen, as undr tho unit rule
adopted by the convention
those
present will cast the entire vote of
the delegation.
Clovis, las the gnteway to New
The delegates are: At Large: Fe
being
is
Mexico
heralded throughlix Garcia, Rio Arriba; Mrs. R. Li
out this state and western Texas as
Kirby, Quay; W. F. Patterson of Berthe result of the latest publicity
nalillo. Delegates by districts: Ar
movement of the local Chamber of
thur Seligman, Santa Fe; A. F. Hnm- Commerce
mett, MiKinley; J. H. Burton, TorFour greut highways the Ozark
rance; Vincente Mares, Mora; J. L.
Trail, the Postal Highway, the Abo
Lnwson, Otero; J. II. Rhea, Chaves;
Pass Route, and the Bunkhcad HighCharles K. Dennis, Curry; L. L. Burk- way now pass through Clovis, and at
head, Luna; and J. B. Kemlrick,
each point within tho radius of sev
Sierra.
eral hundred miles, where theie high
ways are intersected by other prom
CITY HALL SOLD
inent highways, a sign will be placed
showing the direction and distance to
J. A. Nichols and S. J. Boykin reClovis.
"Every tourist traveling any high- cently sold the city hall building to
way in the southwest will know that Miss Addle Chenworth, the considerThe city has
Clovis is on the map," said D. W. ation being $5,000.
three-yea- r
conJones, ChambeV of Commerce secre- recently closed a
tary, "and thousands of people will tract for this property at $75 per
know In one more way that Chvis is month.

PEASTjl ROSIEll

full."
operating with Mr. Wilder, stated
that Clovis would have the necessary

DEMOCRATS

i

e
city."
a rent
Roy Wslkcr, son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. L. Walker, who. was injured by an
JOHN D. BROWN MARRIED
auto truck recently, was operated on
AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
Monday of this week, with the re
sult that the operation was successMr. John D. Brown of Clovis,, and
ful and he is now improving nicely. Miss
Ella Adams of Little Rock) Arkansas, wore married June 2nd in the
CEO. BURNS DEAD
bride's homo in that city. After
George Burns died here Wednes- spending a few dnys in Oklahoma
day following an illness of cevernl City, Mr. and Mrs. Brown arrived
months. Mr. Burns came hero from in Clovis to make their future hme.
Mr. Brown, who is district ae;cnt
Arkansas several months ago for his
health.
He Is survived by his wife for tho New York Life Inun,nse
and several children. The remains Company, is a prominent citizen of
will be shipped to his former home Clflvia, and his many friends joii in
congratulating the young couple.
in Arkansas for burial.
wide-awak-

V

Dennis to Go as

National Delegate
Olovis is pleased that tho Democratic Convention at Roswcll unani
mously named (.has. E. Dennis as
one of the National Committeemen.
Mr. Dennis will join the other dele
gates and other prominent New Mexico Democrats at Albuquerque from
which place they will go In a special
car and arrive in San Francisco sev.
eral days before the convention

Official Paper of U. S. Land Office
THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 1920.

$1.60 PER YEAI

Big Rain Postpones

the Band Concert
More thnn a thousand citizens of
attended the initial concert
of Johnson's Chamber of Commerce
Band last Friday evening, and
the splendid program.
Seats
around the bandstand in the city park
at Mitchell and Monroe Ave., were
enwded, and cars were lined up an
three sides of the park.
Since Wednesday's rain, the next
concert has been postponed from
Thursday evening to Friday evening.
The program for Friday evening
follows:
Program for this evening follows:
March, "The Conqueror," Teike.
Selection, from "The Red Mill,'"
Herbert.
Serenade, "Night in June," King.
Waltz, "Oh What a Pal was Mary."
Wendling.
10 minutes.
Intermission
March, "Gippsland," Lithgow.
Overture, "Lutspeil," Keler Bela.
One Step, "The Walking Frog,"
King.
March, "Fame and Fortune." King.
The remaining concerts will be
held on Thursday evening.

G.

0.

N

HI

Clovis

SEEKING LOCATION FOR
LARGE DAIRY FARM

.

T

GOING ON IN

(Special to the News by United Press)
Coliseum, Chicago, Juno 10. The Republican
Convention meet at 11:18 this morning and recess-

Na-iion- al

ed thirten minutes later until. four o'clock this afternoon,
to give resolutions committee time to go over platform
drafted by
and agree to it. After prayer
by Cardinal Gibbons, Senator Carmack, representing resolutions committee, requested recess until four o'clock.
The
has unanimously adopted treaty
lan providing condemnation of treaty and League covenant in present form. The report praises senators who
voted against the League of Nations, stating that any
agreement with any foreign nation must confirm with
American ideals and also favored principle of an international court to settle disputes between various nations.
The platform lias planks on good roads, national
economy, private control of railroads, high cost of living
and woman's suffrage. Only mentions prohibition where
it points out Republican Congress passed Volstead Act.
A split is threatened over League of Nations.

501

PREDICTED!

Hol-len- e,

WILL WE CELEBRATE?
Thero will be a mass meeting

at the rooms of the Chamber of
Commerce this evening (Thursday) at 7:30 to decide whether
Clovis will appropriately

observe

July 4th. Everyone come to
this meeting.

Ell

INDICATIONS ARE THAT HARMONY WILL NOT
PREVAIL OVER, LEAGUE OF NATIONS
PLANK. NO VOTE ON NOMINEE LIKELY
TO TAKE PLACE BEFORE FRIDAY.

Mr. W. F. Plunkett, of Houston,
Texas, was a Clovis visitor Tuesday.
Mr. Plunkett, who has a large dairy
IATE NEWS
farm near Houston, is looking for a
new location for his herd of Jersey
cows and has heard so much of CurFROM CONVENTION
ry County thnt he thought it worth
investigating.
(Special to the News by the United
"This looks like a mighty good counPress)
try," said Mr. Plunkett, "and Clovis
e
appeals to me as a real
Chicago, III., 2:20 p. m., June 10.
little city."
Every effort will be made to force
final action on platform at this afternoon session Chairman Will Hayes
said. Nomination speech may com
tonight, but will probably go over
until tomorrow, Hays said. Leaders
COUNT! conferring to expedite convention
proceed u re.
That Curry County will produce
Chicago, III., 2:28 p. m., June 10.
another bumper wheat crop this year
on platform adoptis the opinion of many ' prominent
business men in Clovis who have in- ed Mexican plank following line of
vestigated conditions throughout the Henry Land Wilson's recommendations. The plank affirms right of
county.
The rain which fell Wednesday Americans to protection but does not
Surrender of
helped conditions very much in cer- advise intervention.
tain section of the county, especial- retervationistt on every question
was
Johmonites.
Johnson
ly in the immediate vicinity of Clovis. elated
The real wheat belt of the county, asked, "does this diipoie of bolt or
extending
through
eastern third party?" "I don't know about
tho
that," he replied, "we will try to meet
part and north beyond Bellview,
that question with equal success."
Cameron and around Grady
this section of the country has received plenty of moisture and th GRADY TO HAVE
PICNIC ON JULY 3
crop is made.
In the section northwest of Clovis,
Grady is to celebrate the Fourth
however, the crop has been needing
rain for some time. Those in touch of July this year with a picnic as is
with the situation believe that some their usual custom. This year the
of the wheat will yield less than last Cuonous Fourth comes on .3rnday
year's crap, but that the additional so the Grady picnic will be held on
acreage will bring the county's har- Saturday, the third. Grady always
vest up to 600,000 bushels. Most of entertains folks in good fashion at
the straw this year is short, but as her picnics.
a rule the heads a1 long and heavy.
A meeting for all the wheat growers in Curry County will be hold in TWO AND ONE-HA- LF
the Chamber of Commerce rooms in
Clovis at 1:110 o'clock, Saturday afINCH RAIN WEDNESDAY
ternoon, to discuss the harvest problem, and if possible to devise some
A terrific vain fell in Clovis Wedmeans of getting the county's crop
nesday afternoon. In the short time
to the market.
of a littlo over an hour two and
Inches of rain fell and the
WILL HARVEST MUCH
WHEAT AT GRADY rushed in torrents through the streets
and in some instances came near
John F. Smithson of Grady, for getting up in the business houses.
While the heaviest part of the rain
many years a prominent citizen of
Curry County, was in Clovia Wednes- did not cover the entire county, it
day on business. "The wheat is reached about all of the places where
fine in our neighborhood," said Mr. there has been no rainfall and most
Smithson, "and whilo some of it is all sections are in good condition
not so good as last year, the added now as far as moisture is concerned.
acreage will more than make up the This rain was particularly beneficial
difference.
We expect to harvest to the row crops.
fully as much wheat, if not more,
16,000 FRONT TO BE
than we did last year."
wide-awak-

DINT

ALL NOT HARMONY
OVER LEAGUE PLAN

Chicago, June 9.
Republican
differences over the league of nations
culminated today in an open threat
from irreconcilnble senators to leave
the party unless it declared flatly
'
against the league of "nations.
The ultimatum was delivered in
dramatic fashion at a conference of
leaders.
It put the league issue suddenly
to the fore of all other questions
before the national convention, not
excepting the nomination of presidential candidates.
Senator Borah, Idaho; Bandgee,
Connecticut and McCormick, Illinois,
represented the irreconcilable
and
former Senator W. Murray Crane of
Massachusetts, in past conventions a
national leader, spoke for the group,
demanding a plank on a league with
reservations.
Senator Watson, Indiana, chairman of the conventions
resolutions committee, present to represent the party organization, took
the role of peace maker.
Tonight leaders were only half
heartedly attempting to conceal their
apprehensions
over the situation.
Most of them grimly predicted an
agreement but none appeared to be
sure of his ground.
Senator Crane coming unexpectedly into the swim of convention affairs
after several days of quiet conferences, prefaced the irreconcilable ultimatum by laying on the council
table a proposal that the party declared affirmatively for ratifications
of the league of nations covenant
with
safeguarding
reservations.
Backed, he said, by the group of
mild reservations senators, he indicated that unless such a plank were
adopted, all the dynamite of the
league of nations questions would
be loose on the convention floor.
The reply of the irreconcilubles
came at once, phrased in terms which
With, considerno one misunderstod.
able heat, Senntor Borah told the
conference that he and his colleagues never could support any
plank declaring affirmatively
for
any ratification of the treaty, reservations or no reservations. Should the
party adopt such a plank,- they declared they would immediately and
finally part company with It.
In a desperate effort to bring harmony, Senator Watson pleaded that
the rising animosities of the conferees ba forgotten and that both sides
approach the subject with a determination to avoid repetition of tho
put in McClelland bldg. disastrous break of 1912.
But neither side receeded and the
Joe C. McClMland, owner of the meeting ended in an atmosphere ot
building now occupied by the Lyceum solemn defiance.
Theatre, says he will completely
TO BUILD SOON
overhaul the building Just as soon as
Joe C. McClelland says he will
the Lyceum vacates. Mr. McClelland
says the most
front in soon commence the erection of two
town will be put in the store and that building on tho lots .between the
it will cost in the neighborhood of Farmers State Bank and the Boss
$6,000.
Cafe. The buildings will be of conThis building will be occupied by crete andfho front finished with
brick, "both will be 130 feet deep.
W. I. Luikart & Co.
.
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ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL
COMMENTS ON MARRIAGE
OF YOUNG CLOVIS COUPLE

The Clovis News
Official Paper of Curry County.

The Albuquerque Journal of Monday hud the following to wiy ab.it
the weddim; of Hubert Curlislo and
Miss Mary Piatt, two populur
Clovis people:
"Miss Mary '.'rait, formerly
a
bookkeeper in fie State National
bank of thU city, where she was employed for about three years, was
married a week ugo Saturday to llul
bert Carlisle, assistant cashier of the
Clovis National Bank, where Miss
Pratt was head bookkeeper.
"The wedding took place in Far
well, Texas, to which place they slipped away, accompanied by only two
of their friends in the Clovis bonk.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlisle returned to
Clovis and as quietly
the
ban, intending to keen the marriaire
a secret, but the information leaked
out.
"Mr. and Mrs. Carlisle will both
retain their positions in the bank,
where Mr. Carlisle has been emnlov
ed for about three years. He was
formerly in the State National Bank
of Albuquerque, where he was the
fastest typist, it is said, they ever
had.
"Mrs. Carlisle was brought up in
this city. She is a sister of Mrs.
Jnnws Hubbell, of Albuquerque and
of Mrs. H. N. Hill, of Clovis.

EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and PublUW

Entered at the postoffice at Clovis,
New Mexico, as second class nutter
under the act of March 3, 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Year
$1.50
Six Months
75
ECONOMY CLAIM IS FALSE
Economy cluims ndvunred by the
Republican leaders in the House,
where Representative
Mondell and

others assert that the majority party
has through a policy of retrenchment
aved the taxpayers a billion and a

half dollars, are based on false promises and their figures ure arrived at by
tricky methods.
The appearance of retrenchment

is

offered by claiming thut cutting appropriations under departmental estimates is a saving, which democrats
declare is an utcrly transparent and
fraudulent device. Automatic reductions in expenditures by reason of the
termination of tho war are also
claimed to be a Republican saving,
but the trickiest method resorted to
by these party leaders is to reduce
Appropriations for the ensuing fiscal
year below amounts actually necessary in order that the various Federal
buneaus may function, then moke
them up in deficiency bills after tho
election, as well as the practice of

--

concealing large sums of money
by merely authorizing departments
to erpend unexpended balances as
well as amounts that accrue to various departments from their operations, without requiring them to be
paid into the federal treasury and
then appropriated in the regular way.
By this process, hundreds of millions
of dollars authorized to be expended
by congress do not appear in the
appropriations at all.
By such manipulation of figures
do Representative Mondell and his
oclleagues attempt to make a show of
economy, whereas an honest comparison actually shows that this Congress has increased the amounts carried in the annual appropriation bilU
over those of the lost Democratic
Congress.

The overall club seems to have
lost Its suspenders. Wagon Mound
Pantograph.
Ice cream is a food and is now recognised as such by all good authorities. You know you are getting the
best when you insist on being served with Campbell's ice cream.

OUR SPORT COLUMN

In four trips to tho bat, Jack John
nn got a home run, a three-bas- e
hit,
funned once and went out on a
grounder to first.
Cnrlislc, behind

tho ulatc. made

short work of tho Canvonitcs who
hud high ambitions to find out what
the second sack looked like.
Johnson and Price, of the visitors,
worked hard for the hits they got
off Denise, but both died on first.
In addition 'to handling a few hot
ones in center field, Raybourn got
three hits, scored twice, and stole
bases so fast that Canyon wondered
whut was happening.
Sellers had a little hard luck on the
hot ones that came his wuv in the
ninth, but he has the proper spirit
just the same.
Myers, Canyon pitcher, headed off
a sure home run when he hit Doc
Goodwin on tho arm in the sixth.
Hickok binpled out a clean hit. and

got on bases two times in four trips
to the plute.

Mr.
Mr. O. E. Pattison and family
at John Westfall's Monday evening.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS

Ice cream was served.
Tho Outlook club met Wednesday
afternoon, June 2nd, at the school
house. Mrs. Sam Pipkin was hostess.
During the regular business meeting
reports of the ico cream supper
were reported. The club has decided to givo a pio supper Saturday
n'ght, Juno 12th, at the school hcusc.
Thei-will be plenty of soda pop on
hand, and a cake to aucticn off for
the prettiest girl.
The objact of the pie supper is to
give all procoedo above expenses,, as
a gift of appreciation to the mir.ir.ter
that holds church services at Claud
every other Sunday.
As this is a
very worthy object, w? hopo that
every one will help us to muko the
sum a large one.
Mrs. Bennett and daughter, Bjrta,
were the new members taken into
tho club. Mrs. John Dor.fhty was a
guest.
Chairman of the ways and means
committee who was elected, is Mrs.
John Westfall, Those appointed on
committees arc: Mesdumes Dennett,
Krcitzberg and Smith.
Mrs. John
Lee was elected chairman of the social committee, and committee members are Mesdames Pipkin, Pattison,
Marks and Miss Helen Palmateer.
The hostiss of the day served
sandwiches to the adults and cookies
to the children.
The program committee met at the
school building on Wednesday, June

the W.
mercantile business at Havener and all persons who may have
bills against the firm are notified
to present same by June 12th.
PLAIN'S BUYING AND SELLING
8127-3t- c
ASSOCIATION

Dryer smacked the pill four times
in four times up. but there was al Oth.
ways somebody there to interfere
The next club meeting will be
A meeting of the wheat growers
Wednesday, June 16th, at 2 p.m.
of Curry County will be held at the with it.
with Mrs. John Westfall. More new
Chamber of Commerce rooms in
members, please!
Clovis on Saturday, June 14th, at
Those absent from the meeting of
1 :30 p. m. for the purpose
disof
CLAUD
ITEMS
Outlook club Wednesday, June
the
cussing the harvest hand problem and
2nd, were Mesdames S. V. Lee, James
to arrange for an adequate supply
Lee and Miss Edna Palmateer.
Mrs.
of same. All wheat growers are
Palmateer and daughter, Helen, were
invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Westfall have
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE moved to the Forbes house, formerly present after being absent at the
previous meeting.
By D. W. Jones, Secretary. the Huynes place.
There will be a musical program at
CURRY COUNTY FARM BUREAU
Mr. and Mrs. John Lee entertained
Outlook club pie supper Satur
the
By W. H. Pattison, President at a family dinner Sunday.
duy night, June 12th.
E. Peterson, County Agent.
Mrs. John Rose has been ill the
Mists Nellie Matt entertained at a
last week.
party at the Mott farm nenr Claud on
CLOVIS W. T. C. U.
The following families from Claud
Friday night. A jolly time and re
attended the tent show in Clovis
Clovis W. C. T. U. held a meeting Tuesday night: John and Forrest freshments were enjoyed by the
Friday afternoon at tho home of Mrs. Lee's, John Westfull's. Willis West- - crowd.
A. B Austin.
Mrs. S. L. Ricketts full's and Walter Smith's.
was elected president to replace Miss
The old school house at Claud will
Mary Knight who left the citv.
be sold at uuction Saturduy, June CHICHESTER
HRANU.
A
The ladies present pledged their 19th, at 2:00 p. m.
n,
HIU. I. Ht4
wrumAV
interest and support of the Girls'
Mr. Robert Doniihcy visited hiB
School at Belen, and discussed plans brother, John, Sunday.
I I
A.kf.'IIM'irVit.TFri
l)ru1L
ft DIAMOND HKAMt PII.lA.rof IS
for the study of the state laws relat-ing- k
Mr. Jess Anson of Portnles visited
Mnknown.slJert,&.ftit.AIirsKtlLt la
to women and children.
V SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
his daughters, Mcsdamos John Lee
Tho Union also voted to give a dic- and John Donahey, lust week.
tionary to the proposed city library
Elsie Palmateer is on the sick list.
when it is opened.
Pie supper at Claud next Saturday
Tho next meeting will be on the night.
second Monday in June at the home
Mr. A. J, Donahey was a two
of Mrs. D. N. Croft.
week's guest of his son, John.
At the close of Sunday school a
Be sure of a money cro this fall large crowd went to the singing conplant Broom Corn. Seed for sale vention at Bellview Sunday.
at Gurley Warehouse.
Mrs. Wm. Krietzberg and family,
HARVEST HANDS

TEXAS WONDER
C.

We have purchased

for kidney and bladder troubles,

grav-

el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
small bottle often cures. Send for
Dr. E. W. Hall,
sworn testimonials.
2928 Olive Bt., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
Dr. T. T. Presley, eye, ear, nose
by druggists.
,
and throat, will be in Clovis on the
Oth of each month at the office of
Phone 97 for job work of all kinds
Dr. Board.
Tharp

BROOM
CORN
New Mexico's
one sure srop. Get your seed at
Gurley Warehouse.

i

Real Service!

Phono 97 for job work of all kinds.

We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There is a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.

11

&acK
in the Game
The Murray Confectionery
now ready for

OPEN ALL NIGHT

i

buiinett at the

We have adopted a new pol-

old land where we served the
public for to many yean. Il
will be our aim to conduct an
confectionery buii-net- i,
with everything, clean and
unitary jutt such a place
that we gave you when in buii
We will apprenet before.
ciate your butineM and invite
our friend to call and see us.

open all night This will give
the wheat haulers
chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

MURRAY

0gg& Boss Cafe

Confectionery
Slaughter

c

S PILLS

Open All Night

Murray, Proprietor.

7 ANE &

our restaurant

icy of keeping

SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Our Motto:

The Price Is The Thins"
See us before you sell

frilJ'

S. W. LANE, Manager

Your Photograph Is the
Only Gift Your Friends

Order Your Repairs Now and Be Ready

Cannot Buy
Can you think of a more appropriate and pleasing gift for your friends than your photograph?

It's

really the only thing they cannot buy.

In our studoi you receive the benefit of the
very latest developments in photography, and we are
equipped to give the service you want.
Our kodak department is prepared to fix you
up for that afternoon kodaking party, and we make '
a specialty of developing kodak films.

A Small Case Thresher and Tractor
.This is the ideal outfit for the man '
who wants to be independent and do
his own threshing, and other belt
fand drawbar work, exactly when he,
grants to, without waiting.
.yWe picture a Case 8 Kerosene
TTractor and a Case 20x28 Thresher.
The tractor will handle all farm
requiring belt power up to
ts rated capacity.
plow
It will pull easily a
Z iSt fi tnchei deep, or aa
10-1-

ma-chin-

ot

Call on us today.

.

,

binder, a
grain drill, a
Son spike tooth harrow, an
n
disc barrow or a large
22-sh-

ot

double-actio-

.manure spreader.
For belt and field work, this small
Case Tractor cannot be equalled. A
Case Thresher is equally superior.
Case Machinery has been famous for
J6 years.
Let us tell you bow you" can decrease the bard work oq your farm,
,witb Case machinery,

D. F. SHINN
Office Cor. Grand and Pyle

T

Clovis, New Mexico
ST f

I

IT'S

r

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP

V.. 1. 1 C

rm
LAS.

KEROSENE

TfiWRACTORS
--

OJ

If You Intend to Order a New Oufit Protect Yourself
By ORDERING NOW

"Tho

'

1

hoiugrupher in Your Town,'

The Beet la PhotoKrapUe Work and Kodak Finishing

Phone 145

East Monroe Ave.
Kodaks, Cy cles, Supplies, Kodak Finishing
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NOTICE OF STOCKHOLDERS MEETING

Notice is hereby given that a
meeting of the Sixty-Fou- r
Land and
Ln.7.-- k
Oil Company (No Stockholders' Liability) will be hold at the office of
The (Imli of youth soon passes from
I he face,
C. A. Scheurich on West Grand
Tim spells of fanny from th mind
dfpHrt;
Avenue, in tho City of Clovis, Curvy
Thu rortii may Iom its symmetry, Its
arm-e- ,
County, New Mexico, at the hour of
Bui time cun clulm no victory o'ar
even o'clock, p. m. on tho 20th day
Hie heart.
of June, 1920, for the purpose of
.lectins: a Board cf Directors for said COMBINATION DISHES WITH EGOS
corporation and for transacting such
Often a cupful of cereal, rice, iniic- other business as may come before
rc.nl nr men! limy he pieced nut with a
said meeting.
few eggs to nuike
This 8th day of June, 1920.
n nmst nutritious
JNO. O. PRITCHARD,
Tim In tllsh.
Attest
President
8susage Scram-bit- .
F. H. ROWELL, Secretary.
Take one
cupful of rooked
For Rent 160 acres, 6 miles west
meat,
snuHflKe
of Clovis. N. W. 4 sec. 24, twp. 2
mix with several
lien ten
Range 84. 100 acres to be put in
hks and
crop. Writ Miss Eva O. Thompson, conk until the vgK are set. S;rva with
121 East Orange Grove Ave., Paja- - hlltlereil fount.
Eggs. Split three green
Mexican
dena, Calif.
iciicm IwiKthwIxe and take nut the
If its news The News wants it. 'cd. Pry In lint fat until well conked.
Pry kIx ililn hIUvh of hum and pluce
Phone us. No. 97.
nil nIIi ch of tmiHt ; luy Hie peppers over

Dnl CABINET

lr"M

i

I

die limn nti'l pill a fried or pouched
'Its nn eiuli slice.
together one
Spanish
ciiiihil of kicwihI mill Kl mined loinnlo.
one clove of (,'iirllc 'llnely inlnccil. nne
chniici onion Mini two itrecil poppers

Phone 97 far job work of all kinds.

Egot.-r-'on-

dr. c. l. McClelland

4

Cnolj ifeinly linlll reillli'eil to
Spreml on Ililn allcin of
tniisi it ntt lay ii fried eitK on ench slice.

Physician and Surgeon
Offico over Dtnhof Jew. Cc.
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

oiichiilf.

Baked Eggs With Chieu. Prepare
elrcles of loiist with ''ie centers of
ench Rlicu sliulilly scnopeil, leaving a
ilcprcxxlnti.
Spreml with hutter, then
till the liollnw with creamed cheese.
This may he grated cheese mixed with
hot crcnin to form a paste. Arrange on
a hot platter, break an egg nn each
piece of toast and sprinkle with cheeae;
place In a hot oven until the eggs are

'
DR.

L. M. BIGGS

Veterinary Surgaoa
Phona 331
Clovis, N.w Meiico

..

COULDN'T BUY IT
THIS IS WHAT ALLEN SAYS OF
GOOD TANLAC DID HIM. IS A
PICTURE OF HEALTH NOW.
I wouldn't take all the money of
,
the world for the good Tanlac has
done me," said J. B. Allen, a
employee of the C. B. &
residing at 507 East Fourth
St., Galesburg, 111.
"I had suffered for six years," he
continued, "and had gotten so weak
I couldn't do my work regularly and
was ready to give up when I began
taking Tanlac. Nearly everything I
ate disagreed with me and felt like a
coal of fire in my stomach and gave
me such terrible cramping pains that
I could hardly stand them. I was so
badly constipated I had to take a laxative every night, and awful fever
ish headaches would came on that
would lay me up in bed for a day or
more at a time. I lost so much
weight and got so weak that I could
hardly walk, and really I looked so
bad that one day at the roundhouse
I overheard one of the boys say
'He's not long for this world.' Right
then I decided to give up my work
and try to find something that would
help me.
"I read in the papers about Tanlac
and decided to try it and now I don't
see how in the world a medicine can
da what it has done for me. I can
cat three big meals every day with
out any trouble afterwards, the con
stipation and headaches
are gone
and my lost weight and strength have
all come back. To be exact I now
weigh forty-thre- e
pounds more than
before I began taking Tanlac and
never felt stronger in my life.
am the picture of health and the boys
all aay they never saw anything as
wonderful aa the way Tanlac has
bropght back my health."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by City
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
& Pool
(Advertisement.)
well-Ikno-

To the Universal Wrench Com
pany, a corporation under the laws
of the State of Colorado, Ransom Y.
Bovee, and all unknown claimants
of the property hereinafter described, GREETING:
You and each ot yau are hereby
notified 'that suit has been filed and
is now pending in the District Court
of Curry County, New Mexica,
wherein C. S. Fitzhugh is plaintiff,
and the Universal Wrench Company,
corporation under the laws of the
State of Colorado, Ransom Y Bovee,
and all unknown claimants of the
property hereinafter described, are
defendants in Cause No. 1614 on the
Civil Docket of said Court.
The general purposes of said suit
Plaintiff's attorney is J. S. Fitzare to quiet the title, to the prop hugh, whose address is Clovis, New
erty hereinafter described, in Plain- Mexico.
tiff, and to estop defendants and
Witness my hand and seal of office

Baked Eggs With Ham. Make a
cream snuee anil add to It one cupful
of finely iiiIiicimI rooked ham. nutter
cuxliird cups, break an egg into each,
place In a pan of water In a tint oven
until the eggs are firm. Spread the
UK. C O. WAKK1.NEK
minced limn nn slices of toast and turn
CHIROPRACTOR
ike eggs on It. Sprinkle, with salt and
113 South Main St.
Machine hemstitching
and picot
popper
and minced parsley.
pnONB
101
4
Celery. Make a edge. Rush orders a specialty. Ade
Eggs
Creamed
With
4
cream mine.- - and add enough dolled cel- line Brown balcony Luikart's Dry
1
tc
ery cot In small pieces to servo as a Goods Store
vegetable. Spread on butteied toast
and lay n poached egg on each slice.
B. Westerfield
Dr
The coarser portions of celery may be
Physician and Sureron.
4
used for t his dish, using ns little wnter
Office over Hiiiixlilne Shop
4
us possllile In conking and adding what
4 OOlc riione 231. Rtmlilrnce 200 4 Is left for flavor to (he while sauce.
2--

and ench of them from claiming any
estate adverse to Plaintiff's in said
proper.,: To establish Plaintiff's
title to said property and forever set
the same at rest. Said property is
described as being situate in Curry
Cour.ty, New Mexico, and being all
of Lots Seven (7) and Eight (8) in
(68) of the OrigBlock Sixty-Eiginal Townsite of Clovis, New Mexico, according to the official plat
thereof.
You are further notified that unless you enter your appearance in
said cause on or before July 23,
1920, judgment will be rendered in
said cause against you by default,
and plaintiff will apply to the Court
for the relief sought in hia complaint.

NOTICE OF SUIT PENDING

MONEY OF WORLD

3

4444444444444444

.
this 1st day of June., 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk,
(Seal)
Curry County, N. It,
BROOM
CORN
New Mexico'f
one sure srop. Get your seed at
Gurlcy Warehouse.

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
br local applications, aa th.y cannot reach

too dlaeaaed portion ot tho oar. Thero ta
only on way to curt catarrhal foafnoaa,
and that la by a eonitltutlonal remedy.
Catarrhal Dea(na la caused by an Inflamed condition of tho mucoua llnlna of
tho Eustachian Tuba. When this tub la
Inflamed you have a rumbling aound or Imported hearing, and when It la entirely
doied, Drifneu la th remit. Unless tha
Inflammation can be reduced and thla tuba
to Ita normal condition, hearing
Many caaea of
wit b destroyed forever.
drafness ar cauaed by catarrh, which la
a.
an Inflamed condition of tho mucoua
Hall's Catarrh M.dlotn
acta thru
th blood on th mucoua aurfaoes at Ua
Sjstem.
We will gtva On Hundred Dollar
for
aay caa of Catarrhal Deafneae that cannot
be eured by Hall'a Catarrh tudloln. Clr.
eulara free. All Drugdits, 7o.
V.
CO., Tolsda, O.
CHENET

r""rl

I

g
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You May Plan While

We Work
How long have you been pLiimii.g to bulid that new home!
N O W is the time! You have planned it as you want it.
We '11 build it for you.
g
business, toOur years of experience in the
gether with our aim to give you prompt and satisfactory service,
will surely please you.
Estimates furnishcd.free. Call on us today.
home-buildin-

OSTEOPATH
Treats all disease, both acuta and
4 chronic. Office In New Tl
building on corner north of Fire
4 Station aud east of Lyceum
4 theatre.

4

4

Office phono 3W. Roiddenoe
Clovis, New Mexico.

3!.

4
4

Wanted Two furnished or unfur
nished rooms by couple without chil
4 dren. Phone News Office.

4
4
4
4

444444444444444
THOMAS W. JONES

4
4
4

Veterinarian.
200 West Otero Street.

4

Clovla. N. M. 4

Pbooe 45.

44444444444444444
ALL
4

4
4
4
4

--

4
4
4

NOTICE TO

PRATORIANS 4

4
4
Recorder, at Clovis National 4
4
Bank.
n. E. Carlisle, Recorder 4
You will please pay your dues
In the future to H. E. Carlisle,

--

AA-----

HOME BUILDERS
Office

In Union Mortgage Company Building

io00000000(000000000000

00

R. C. Snelson
Of all Goodyear's notable accomplishments

Groceries

in

none exceeds in high relative
value of product the Goodyear Tires made
in the 30x3-- , 30x3 Vr, and 31x4-inc- h
sizes.

Old Lone Star Wagon Yard
YOUR PATRONAGE

and

Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, and other cars
taking these sizes, the important benefits of
Goodyear materials and methods employed
in the world's largest tire production.

Cattle

44444444444444444

t

Your nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer offers you in these tires a degree of
performance and satisfaction only possible
as a result of such extraordinary manufacturing advantages.

Farm Loans
1!

. .The First Mortgage Loan Co. wants to
talk to the man who needs a farm loan. .Our
loans are made without any red tape. No
inspection fees and you get all you borrow.

m
mm
30t3'4 Goodyear
Fabric

30x3

Fabric

The First Mortgage
Loan Go.
With First National Bank Of Clovis

tire-makin- g

These tires afford to owners of Ford,

SOLICITED

MuUs, Horace
Bought and Sold.

Go to this Service Station Dealer for these
tires, and for Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tube.

He has them.

Double-Cur-

e

Tred

Goodyear Single-Cur- e
Tread

Anti-Ski- d

0

W. F. West & Co.
OO

You Can Get Goodyear Tires
for That Sturdy Smaller Car

DR. H. R. GIBSON

4
4

m

0

J.

4444444444444444
44444444-- 444444

P

()

4 "11
.

SO

i1 er,

Goodyear Heavy Touriat Tube are built to protect caiingi.
Why endanger a good caaL.f with a cheap tube? Goodyear
Heavy Touriat Tube coat little more than tube of $.450
leu merit. 30x34 sue In isalarprW bug

00!l

THE CLOV1S NEWS, THURSDAY, JUNE

10, 1920.

The best crook play ever Written!
Look out for Jimmy Valentine!
He'll stick you up and frisk
you of more thrills than you ever
believed you had concealed about you

Insist on being served with Campia none
There
bell's ice cream.
better.

and

Give us a trial on gasoline
oils. Electric Filing Station.

Frank Burna has purchased a new
car.

Mrs. Pearl Fridley left Sunday for
a ten days' visit With frionda in

Nash

I treat all diseases and disorders of Roswell.
attend confinement
women
and
Be sure of a money cro this
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.

fall

plant Broom Corn. Seed for sale
A. W. Johnson of the Magic City at Guiley Warehouse.
Furniture and Undertaking Co., is
A. L Gurley returned to Wichita,
on the sick list this week.
Kansas, Saturday, after a short busiBe sure of a money cro this full ness visit in Clovia.
plunt Broom Corn. Seed for sale
Buy sodu by the case. You can alii Guiley Wurehouso.
ways find it at CumpucU'a Ice Cream
Mr. und Mrs. L. T. Sears returned and Bottling Works.
last week from a several weeks' stay
Rev. W. W. Brander, rector of
in California.
the Episcopal Church here, left MonWater Baps and Harvest Whijm at day for an outing at Mountain View
Ranch near Santa Fe. All the Epis-coclergymen of the state will be
there.

3

pl

htth.i,h'itf;ttw

Header Forks and Barge Clamps
The Kentucky Iron Works,
and general 'repair wook.
cylWe make a specialty of
inders and luthe work.

blac.t-smithin- g

in the screen production of

1

PAUL ARMSTRONG'S drama

MONDAY, JUNE 14th WILL BE FLAG DAY

the greatest crook

play ever written

Medicines
JUNE HEALTH AND COMFORT

JIMMYi
Kim
-- EL

I if

H

!

il

A

he flashlight

au

lOithoid

sceini him!!!

even dosage and perfect blood
systems.

and a benefit to

i

Compound Syrup of Sarsaparllla,
I

ft

Never harmed anyone yet,

purifier.

he is

of his character will....

find every hidden coiner of your heart:
he will Steal your every sympathy; resist though you will; he will run thru
your every reeling turning you topsyturvy with thrills; and all the while
hind you fast with the suell of vour
thless interest in hmv
ZfcuU refret UbtinS him, make a
cet-aiO-

if indeed

Lozenges arc handy, serviceable,
A

,

will pick the lock of every emotion.
An odd crook, Jimmy a crook.

Sulphur iind ('renin of Tartar

I

metro
riAY

an old time favorite combination,

safe, pure and efficient.

Tonic,

vitalize1 and cnergizcr.

j

ALSO SHOWING

Halties thrive on Milk Sugar.

Two Reel

(I really

facilitates the progress

Harold Lloyd
Comedy

of growing children and will bring

"HAUNTED SPOOKS"

system

health to your infant.
failed yet.

It has never

It gives tone to the entire

give

it

to the baby.

and

Mutt and Jeff Cartoon

adapted

to the screen by FINIS FOX
MAXWELL JCtSlGE&Vinctor Gent

)Sm

111

DAY NIGHT

1

1
K

A Compplele Stock of

TRY TO GET IN

mi
PERSONAL MENTION
Misses Annie and

Helen

Lyons

jswflsv;

r1

JUNE 12th

J
Ray Harrison visited in Amarillo
last Sunday.

Mrs.

A. C. Johnson

4M

iMVi'm--

Bunt-mu-

n

Kodaks and Supplies.
Let us do your Developing
and printing.

Viclrolus and Grafonolas
Sold on Easy Payments.
A Large Stock of Records.
NeW ones Weekly.

and children

left the latter part of last week for
a visit to paints in Oklahoma and

Lane & Sons Grain Co. Office Texas.
1st door north of White Cafo
Ciod Chisels, Punches and Wrenches
Phone 26.
i

C. F. Hardwick of Hereford spent
Clovia.

Mr. and Mm. Bert Curleas visited
the, latter part of last
week.
Bo
money
sure
of
fall
crop
this
a
Ray
R.
have
George
Mrs.
Mr. and
plant Broom Corn. Seed for sale
TO THE LADIES
moved from Roswell to Clovia. Mr.
BROOM CORN New Mexico's
Gurley Warehouse.
at
Praethe
general
deputy
for
Now is a good time to get a good
Bay is
one sure crop. Get your seed at
supply of WATKINS extracts, spices,
torian lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Fannin, who Gurley Warehouse.
soaps, toilet articles stock and poulformerly lived in Clovia, are now lotry tonics, etc.
BEST MADE.
Glassware and Queensware
cated at Rogers, Ark. Mrs. Fannin
G. C. Huston and family of Melrose Phone 243, or leave your order with
writes that it is a land of beauty were visitors in Clovia Sunday. Mr. me at the post office.
and plenty where any pemn ought Heston ia agent for the Santa Fe at
G. H. BLANKENSHIP,
to be happy and satisfied.
Melrose.
010 N. Wallace St.

spent two days visiting in Amarillo. Sunday in

in Melrose

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Jutt a whiipan If you will bring that prmcrlptloa to at
filled bjr a ragiatarad pharmacist.

II will b

SECOND SECTION
wmLS
Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 13, NUMBER 50.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Thure will bo services both morn-in- g
and evening next Sunday. Ruv
W. M. Ellbtt of Woathorford,
Texan,
a very able pastor, will preach for
us. Rev. Elliott has made a wonderful record In the service of Christ,
and is .strongly endorsed not only
a a preacher, but as a man among
men. Sunday School at the usual
hour 9:45. Members of the church
are asked to attend this pleasant scrv- -

Official Paper of U. S. Land Office
THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 1920.

ice und assist the

faithful in holding
our little band together. We may not
be able to have 500 in Sunday
School, but wo can all come and
mulct it feel that way.
Just for
once, try coming to Sunday School.
ROOMS

Clovis
Bunkers
2.'!i(l

of

visitors in Clovis ut this time and
hotel fucilities will be taxed to the
limit. In order to help provide accommodations it is going to be necessary to find rooms at private residences for visitors on the night of the
22nd. Everyone in the city who has
NEEDED FOR
a room they will be willing to rent
VISITING BANKERS for this onci night are requested to
list snme with D. W. Jones, secrewill entertain the Panhundle tary of the Chamber of Commerce.
Association on the 22nd and Mr. Jones will collect for rooms asJune. There will be many signed to guests.

$1.50 PER YEAR

AUTO COLLISION

Great Progress Being Made
In Curry County Club Work

A serious accident was narrowly
escaped Saturday night when Mrs.
n
Henry Miller and Mrs. J. W.
were struck by the Ford car
driven by A. L. Cox who lives near
Clovis. The accident occurred ai PROMINENT HEREFORD MAN
DIED WEDNESDAY
the corner of Main and Bsnt.
Mrs. Miller received only a few
J. M. Boone of Hereford, Texas,
slight bruises, but Mrs. Oawthorn
ikctivud several severe cuts and died at hit homu in that city at two
o'clock Wednesday morning, followbruises about the h.'ad.
ing a stroke of paralysis brought on
by high blood presure.
Mr. Boone
was the uncle of Wm. M. Ford of
the First National Bank of this city
and of Daniel Boone, democratic
: r
H nominee for clerk of Curry
County.
Mr. Boone has lived in this part
of tho country for many years, and
leaves many friends who mourn the
death of this splendid man.
Caw-thor-

crrtrrrctrti

Your Vacation Outfit

3

How thoroughly and satisfactorily it may be assembled here
where displays make it a genuine pleasure to choose appropriate
clothes.

sex

The Discounts as Advertised Last
Week Remain in Force

n

IF

t

if!"

Ladies1 Coats, Suits, Silk and Wool

if.

Dresses One Fourth Off

rCowrrlih, 9.'0, A. B. KukIiIuuiu Compan

Mrs. Edna Hume Durand, county
leader, in conjunction with the state
agricultural college and the U. S.
demartment of agriculture, is making
yapid progress.
To date, the most interest is being
shown in the calf and pig clubs and
tho young farmers are making great
strides toward placing blooded stock
throughout the county.
Six blooded Poland China pigs
have been placed in the Moye district, and fourteen are growing in
the Ranchvale and West Chapel
district under the direction of the
club members.
Six blooded Holstcin calves have
HIS BEEN DECLARED VALfD been delivered to the Moye district,
and one to Ranchvale.
Under the
present plan, the calves are delivered
Washington, June 7. The prohi- to the club members at a cost of $30
bition amendment and the enforce- and the pigs cost from $20 to $40.
ment act were held constitutional by
Club members who have secured
the supreme court Monday in a unan- pigs in the West Chapel district are:
imous decision.
Jimmie .Allcorn,
Clyde Burchett,
While attorneys for the interests Elva Bowman, Noel Burchett, Elvin
attacking the two measures were Lewis, Paul Harris, Cleo Allcorn,
granted permission to file motions Vcrna Davis, Chester Davis and Erfor rehearings, the decision was re- nest Rush.
garded generally as striking a death
In the Ranchvale district thev are!
blow to hopes of the wets.
John Marnell, Archie Growden, Elva
The court's opinion rendered by Simpson. Members in this district
Justice Vandevanter, was sweeping. who had received blooded pigs prior
It IHd the amendment not only to this year arc: Leslie Mills, Jewel
came within the amending powers Eell, Wayne Tate, Norwcll Tato
confered by the federal constitution, Homer Brunk and Lawrence Mills.
but was lawfully proposed and was
Arza Groves is tho only member
the law of the land. While recogniz to purchase a blooded calf this year
illir thnt comrrpss hns limitntimi In in tho Ranchvale district, while the
respect to the enfnrrpmpnt nt Inwt following member in tho Mno Ai
regarding beverages, the court held Wet have bought calves: Bertram
those limits were not transcended in Kempf, Paul Hopper, Delrrtis Hopper,
the enactment of the enforcement , Travis Stricklin and Bonnie Sher-arestricting alcoholic content of man.
intoxicants to half of 1 per cent.
Under the present plan each
While New York, New Jersey and
will have exhibit this summer
Wisconsin acts permitting manufac- and the winners will enter the county
ture and sale of beverages of more exhibit in Clovis early in tho fall.
than half of lper cent alcoholic conLivestock, however, does not retent 'vere not directly involved, the ceive all the attention in club work,
decision was interpreted as invalidat- - though the membership in the calf
ing them. The court said the first club numbers 24, the pig club 66,
section of the amendment of its own the poultry clubs 30 and the rabbit
force "invalidates
any legislative clubs two.
act whether by congress, by a state
In the field crop department.
legislature or by a territorial assem
beans, corn, small grain, sorghum and
bly which authorizes
or annrtinnal potatoes
are taken care of. The
what the section prohibits."
sorghum clubs with 86 members
Concurrent power granted by the head the list, followed by the bean
amendment to the federal and state viubs with seven members.
governments to enforce prohibition,
Home economics, too, is an importhe court further held, does not entant branch of ihe work being carried
able congress or the several states to on.
The cooking clubs with 42
defeat or thwart prohibition but only
members, the sewing clubs with 36
to enforce it by appropriate means.
members, and the canning and dryThe decision of the court was set ing clubs with 14 members are doing
forth in eleven couclusions covering their share toward making farming
proceedings included original suits conditions better.
brought by the state of Rhode Island,
directly attacking the constitution
SPECIAL NOTICE
ality of the nmendment. While agreeing to the validity of tho amendment
Next Sunday afternoon at 3:00
and enforcement act, Justices
o'clock all the members of the
and Clarke dissented from the Christian
Church are urged to be
majority interpretation of the con present
nt tho church. This is a meetcurrent power of federal and state ing of great importance
to each and
governments to enforce prohibition.
every member and every member
should be present.
Don't let anything keep yon away.

PIP! HU1ENI

The styles offered ore dazzling in their radiant colorings,
and careful nonchalant lines. Tliey are so suggestive of summer
and good times that worn even on dull days they will put you
in a happy frame of mind.

.t

The county club movement which
is being carried on in Curry County
by E. Peterson, county agent, and

I

t
t

i!

I

ct

i
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Attractive Blouses
ONK

LO- TWorth

,

OXK LOT
i.H

H
11
(

OXK LOT- -

Worth 1012.30

$1.95 Each

(t

A Mi

OTIIEltS-Ifegard- less

Worth to $15.00

$6.95 Each

;.

$8.75 Each

10

of Price
omm

yDiscount

Joyous Summer Silks
We have here a perfect riot of beautiful silks in all the.
favored weaves and shades.
Now is the time to purchase the silk for that lovely-Frocof which you have been dreaming and planning.
k

TAFFETAS worth

to $5.00 per yard:
MKSSAL1NKS and SATINS worth $2.50 to $6.00 p- -r yard
flEOKOKTTKS plain and Flowered worth $:J to $: per yd.
HUTTKRFLY SILKS (For Skirts) worth $: to $Jl,r)0 a yd.
SILK KIIIUTINdS (Snappy Patterns) $:i and $:U() a yard.

Discount on Above Prices

10

You will find many articles, not advertised, offered
Boys' Knicker Suits
The (Morions Fourth will soon
be here so it is time to dress the
boys up in regular fellow clothes.
Here you will find a full range

of colors and sizes.
Every JoysrSuit offered at

20

Dress the Little Man
in wash Tons

We have just received a few
numbers of the Tom Sawyer

Student Clothes
For the lad who is stepping
into his first long trousers.
to

Suits.
GUARANTEED

(

I

AliM ENTS

Priced

Discount

at pleasing reductions

$2.50 to $6.00

There are five models, sizes 32
:'G, priced

w,

ILJ

J

P?

-

I
4

ReiuUr Communication.
A. F. ft A. M.
Tuesday, June 15th,
mid-ye-

Past Master's night. Only Past
Masters will be in office. Third
degree work and refreshments.
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

$37.50 to $45
Men's Shirts 10 Discount
Overalls $2.85 per garment

"IF IT'S NEW WE HAVE IT"

x A

ft

(0

EMPLOYEES DINED AT
GRAN QUIVIRA FRIDAY
Employees of the Mandell Clothing
and Dry Goods Company enjoyed a
very pleasant dinner given at the
Gran Quivira hotel last Friday even
ing in honor of Mr. M. Mandell of
Albuquerque, who
is visiting
in

It's Just Like
HOME
Can you think of anything
mora pleating during thsso
timet than a nice, quiet
room?
Our home U strictly mod.
rn, with hot and cold running
water ia each room in fact,
it's just like home.

. Moderate price
week or month.

by

the day,

Clovie.

CO

Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Felix Mandell and son, Buddie, Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Carmack, Mr. M.
Mandell, Mr. Allie Wilson, Mrs. J. W.
Nelson, and Misses George Robinson,
Anne Hull, Claudia Ritter, and Min
nie Rogers.

The Tourist Inn
E. C. EASTIN, Prop.
201 N. Pile

St.

Phone 165
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CATCH IIP ON
WAR RISK WORK

.
i

Period of Congestion and Vex-- '
atious Delays Is Virtually
at an End.

ANSWER WITH REAL

LETTERS

Strides of Great Importance Made In
Bringing
Insurance Business of
Bureau to an Absolutely
'
Current Basis.
Washington.
Anmuiiirpiiipiit
l
mndo hy Director It. (!. CIiiiIiiicIcj-Jonof the liiirciiu of war risk Insurance tlmt the 1'isurniire division of
the burpnu In virtually at tlio end of
Its period of omitti'sHun mill rnnse-quedlHatlsfallon and vexatious
delays, resulting from the great volume of work HUddmly thrown upon It
by tlio(Ioinolilllziillon of the armed
forces during the pant year.
Former service men are assured
that they will he answered promptly
from now on with real letters, Inmead
of with form paragraphs or unsatisfactory form Ipt.ers, In all eases which
require detailed and speelllc answers.
This Is the first time tlmt the bureau
has been In a position to give this assurance.
'
Strides of great Importance to the
millions of former service men and
their relntlves'nnd beneficiaries, have
been made toward bringing the Insurance business of the bureau to an
absolutely current basis In the prompt
answering of mall and acknowledgment of premiums paid. The records
of accumulated work disposed of show
conclusively such an enormous and
distinctive improvement In the1 expediting of the busi.iess that It Is confidently believed that within the nest
month the Insurance division will be
Riving as rapid and accurate service
as do any efficiently managed organizations In commercial life.
Catch Up on Mail.
For example, the number of unposted premiums, which Inst October was
approximately 88,000 has Just been
reduced to on average of 10,000 or
less than one day's work. With other necessary operations In the handling of remittances, a receipt will be
sent out In a few days from the date
of the original receipt of the remittance.
Unanswered mall In the Insurance
division shows u reduction of approximately CO per cent from the dally
balance of five months ago. I'rolmhly
It will be two or three wfleks before
It will be possible to answer nil the
letters as quickly as it is now possible
to mail out receipts for premiums. It
Is a matter of only a few weeks, however, before the answering of all letters In reference to insurance within
four days of their receipt In tlio bureau will be the regular practice.
In the meantime, It Is Inevitable
that there will bu some impatience on
the part of those service men who In
the past lme experienced difficulty In
adjusting their Insuninco matters with
the bureau, as a result of delay or unsatisfactory Information, but the progress now being ninde Indicates conclusively that these vexatious cases
'Will be cleared up speedily, and tlmt
thereafter, although there will always
of necessity, as in any large organization, be occasional errors and delays
In the business In tke bureau of war
risk Insurance, these difficulties will
be reduced to a relatively Insignia-can- t
minimum.
In order to cope with the great flood
M mall which came to 4he bureau coincident with demobilization of the
armed forces, each of the letters requiring searching of the records,
which In many cases was done by In
experienced personnel, It was neces
sary to resort to form and paragraph
letters In answering Inquiries. In
struggling with the volume of excess
e bureau,
mall which piled up In
there Is no question but that a large
percentage of It was answered Improperly and frequently delayed.
Many Letters Returned.
In a large proportion of the cases,
the service men themselves, being unfamiliar with tlio necessity of giving
full Information about their cases, certificate numbers, full names, dates of
discharge, etc., rendered It Impossible to answer properly their Inquiries. Others fulled to give proper addresses, with the result that today
numbers of letters addressed to former service men by the bureau, are
being returned by postmasters from all
parts of the country, accompanied by
statements that It Is Impossible to And
the addressee. Fragmentary or Insufficient Information also Inevitably
In the Discrediting of premiums, due to lack of Identification.
Some Idea of the enormity of the
job may be gained from the fact that
the most recent figures show that the
total number of applications for Insurance received by the bureau was
the
4,610,388, totaling $4O,141,2.Tl.fiO0,
premiums to March, 1!K!0, totaling approximately $.12.r),000,000.
For a long period, It wns necessary
for the bureau to typewrite all of Its
addresses. Tills meant reference to a
record In euch cuse, multiplying the
chances of errors and entullltig nn
enormous Amount of labor. With
such an unprecedented business ss
eame In, the bureau wss flooded with
Inquiries, remittances,
applications,
physical Imposs:et&, and If was
ibility for the bureau to mail to each
es

f

of the 4,U10188 men on Its list, information relative to the changes in rulings, etc., as rapidly as they were
Issued. To make even one complete
mailing to each of tlio millions of ad-

dresses and at the same time to cope
with the work of the bureau was an
almost Insuperable task. Naturally,
much complaint developed on the
ground that service men were nimble,
io get Information about what th'o
bureau of war risk Insuninco was offering or was doing.
Handicaps Overcome.
Very serious handicaps In the
of the men have Just been
jvercnnie. Through a special upproprb
it Ion made by congress, the bureau
.las been enabled to put lis entire list
of former service men m luMrcsso-Srapplates, a task which has requlr-t'several months and which has
ninnopollzcd the
section of a great factory. In the
bureau of war risk Insurance Itself,
iver nine hundred people have been
mploycd In putting the names and
addresses on the plates,
In addition to enabling the bureau
to make full mailings of its most Important Information to former service
men and women, the sending out of
premium notice has been enormously facilitated.
The new system of
printing both the premium notice and
the premium receipt at the same time
from the nddressograph plate and by
filing the returned addressograph notice In place of the premium receipt
to credit the Individual account with
the remittance, reduces to a minimum
the possibility of misapplication of
premiums received. Additional safeguard rests In, the fact that each addressograph plate carries the certificate or policy number, and the amount
of premium regularly due from the
service man. This prevents the errors that previously occurred, through
repeated copying with a typewriter.
In a great business where there ore
more than, thirty million records, Including the names of more than fifty
thousand Johnstons, Johnsons, etc.,
and proportionately large numbers of
Smiths, and Drowns, occasional erwere
rors and misunderstandings
bound to develop, but the Ironing-nu- t
process Is now so well under way thot
even such discrepancies will be rapidly corrected.
h

d

y
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Difficulties

Reduced.

fell from an
derrick near
Wichita Falls breaking both feet and
an arm. According to latest reports he is improving.
Mr. Davis and family visited
friends near Portulcs
Saturday
night and Sunday.
Mrs. Joe McGregor spent Satur-nitfwith Mrs. Strublc.
Vcrta Hightower visited) Mnudie
Jor.es- Friday nfterr.oon.
80-fo-

POINT ENTERPRISE
There were not many nt Sunday
last Sunday. We need the help
of more of the older people. There
is too much to bo done for one or two
to undertake, and we especially ask
th older people lo come, oral then
more of tho your.gcr folks will be
sure to conic.
Mrs. John F. Taylor and children
viaiicd Mrs. Strublc Wednesday afternoon.
Dewey Wilson, Stnnton Lewis,
Elsie Lewis and Nova and Vera Wil-- ;
son, uljtendcd sinping ut Fui.f ielil
Sunday night.
Mr. end Mm. Narby Ayeock visited Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Lewis Sunday.
Vera Wilson received word last'
Tucsduy that their son, T. A. Wilson,
school

-

Mr. Walker and family and Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Melrcgor and Mrs.
Joe McGregor aid baby visited in
the McGregor homo Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. 8. L. Hughes of Clo-vvisited Mrs. Strublc Sunduy.
Mr. Floyd Gentry of Clovis called
at the Montgomery home Sunday
evening.
iMr. Jack and Jeff Welsh and
A'a'is.4 Jimir.ic Burns attended the sing

is

1

'

Public Sale
if Ave sold my farm and
am leaving this part, of the
country, so will sell all of

ing 'convention at Bellview Sunday.
Miss Minnie High tower is visiting;
friends In Blucktowcr.
Mr. Carnahan is home frem his
trading trip.
Mrs. O.rnahan and daughter, Jew
el, visited Mrs. Rob Hyman of Clovis
Saturday night and Sunday.
Mr. Lewis, Jack nnd Jeff Welsh
nioiored to Bellview Monday af this
week.
it m

I

To Ford Car Owners

the following to the best
bidder, without reserve or
on the farm 2 miles
West and 1 mile North of
Texico, 6'o miles east of
Clovis Court House on

6000

Monday, June 14th

DON'T MISS THIS. YOUR CAR NEEDS TIRES AND THEY

by-bi-

d,

MILES THE TIRE HAS MADE EVERY INCH OF IT,
AND HAS THE GOODS IN IT.

NonSkid

30x3, $16.40.

30x3y2, $20.50.

NonSkid

COST YOU

HEAD CATTLE
4 steer yearlings, yearling
Polled Durham Hull and the
remainder good milk cows.
21

ONLY HALF AS MUCH
i

HORSES
l:J head work horses and
marcs.

GATES HALF SOLE TIRES
GUANANTEED TO GO 6000 MILES

POULTRY
40 mixed hens,

75

Ply-

mouth Kock hens, P.6 Minorca hens, 4 jnre bred roosters, 22 Turkeys, mostly
young ones.
A lot of Feed, Farming
d
implements, II o u s e h
(ioods, etc.

Retreading and Repairing

The promptness with which premium notices can now he mailed. Is expected to obviate largely the difficulties
and vexations which hitherto
have been occasioned hy premium no1
tices being mnlled where the payments
had already been made, Prompt receipting for premiums, which now Is
HOGS
possible and will be carried out, will
largely do away with this difficulty, Three 2")0 pound Hogs.
except, of course, where notices sent
nut In a previous month, are forwarded before the current payments could Sale Begins at 11:00 a. m.
be credited.
Big Free Lunch
Noon
Issuance of the Insurance policies
for the permanent (converted) governTKRM-- Nix
months on
ment life Insurance, which are de

RACINE COUNTRY ROAD TIRES, CORD OR FABRIC

TIRE SERVICE CAR

PHONE

AIR AND WATER

j

53

GAS AND OILS

at

lrcd by till Ihe men who are Insured,
has been delayed pending the completion, which now has been passed.
The new policies are now being completed by the actuarial and legal experts and sent to the government
printing ofllce, and It Is expected that
they will lie mulled out before June 1.
With the Insurance business of the
bureau nn n current basis, it Is now
anticipated that former service men
who have been deterred from keeping
up their insurance by reason of the delays which they had experienced in
the handling of their accounts, will
take advantage of the very liberal provisions for the reinstatement of war
risk Insurance hy the payment of two
monthly premiums nnd a satisfactory
statement of health and will get back
,
on the books.

The new law hns made the Insurance very attractive by enlarging the
list of permitted bencficlurles to Include parent, grandparent,
parent through adoption, wife or
husband, child, grandchild, stepchild,
adopted child, brother, sister,
brother through
adoption, sister through adoption,
itephrother, stepsister, uncle, aunt,
nephew, niece, brother-in-law- ,
a person who has stood In the
relation of a parent to the Insured
for a period of one yenr or more prior
to the Insured's enlistment or induct,
tion, the children of such person ;
or pargrandparent,
ent through adoption of the Insured's
wife or husband.
Want Permanent Forms.
It Is also anticipated that the provision of the new law which permits
lump-supayments, at the option of
the Insured on converted policies, (ort
dinary life,
life,
life,
endowment,
endowment, and endowment
)
will greatly Increase
at age
the number ef conversions Into the
permanent form of government life;
Insurance.
More than 105,000 applications for
the conversion of war risk policies Into permanent forms already have bean
step-paren- t,

r,

half-siste- r,

SLOAN & GR AHA M

sums over .$10.00 at 10 interest, or ")r discount for
cash.

Tire and Vulcanizing Co.

J. R. Fly, Owner

THE ONE ON THE WRONG STREET

las. II. Curry, Clerk
Frio K. Forbes, Auctioneer

EE

1L

Big Clearance Sale of Shoes
EVERY YEAR We Have TWO CLEARANCE SALES
One in

January and one in July. This year we are going to put

month and it is

pur-en-

We are going to offer you in this Clearance Sale stardard High Grade Shoes at Clearance Prices.
Goods in our line haven't dropped but we are going to reduce our stock for the summer in order to get
room for our fall stock.
(.r)0

Florsheim Lines

One lot of Oxfords,

received.

Former service men desiring to
war risk Insurance which has
lapsed or been canceled, or to convert
their Insurance In cases where It Is
now In force, should apply to any post
of the AniiTlcnn Legion, the Veterans
of Foreign Wars, or other organlza
tlons of former service men. Army,
Navy and Murine Corps recruiting stations, State Insurance Commissioners,
jny home service section of the American Ited Cross,
Salvation Army,
Knights of Columbus, Jewish Welfare
board, Y. H. C. A., or to other fraternal or welfare organizations which are
In a position to furnish blanks and
necessary information.

$4.50

20 Pairs of Oxfords,
Kid

$5.00

a Pair

$1.85
One lot Children's shoes at

85c

All other Pumps, Oxfords and Slippers at
bargains

15

Reduction.

Brown

Call

$8.50

'

a Pair

One lot of J 12.00

Oxford, Military Heel

TENNIS GOODS

Gun Metal

at

FOR LADIES
RED CROSS SHOES

Metal,

Gun

U. 8. Keda, the best grade leather
insoles, 11 to 2, $1.95. High cut
Oxfords

$5.00
and

Kngliwh

for

a Pair

15 Pairs Ncolin soles, English last,
Gun Metal.

r

Metal

at

$5.00

twenty-paymen-

$9.50

Pairs of Gun

hijrfrh toe

20 Taint of Florsheim Kangaroo,
medium English lost

ment

sixty-two-

our July Clearance Sale this

NOW GOING ON

sister-In-la-

step-pare-

on

Ono lot of $12.00 Brown Kid
fords, French heels at

Ox-

$8.50
One lot $10.00 Brown Kid Pumps,
with buckles, at

$6.50

per Pair

Better call and get your pick of these

A. Wiedman's Shoe Store
Middle Block South Main Street

SHOE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

k

hi
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were visitors at the Harper home,
as were also Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Brady
and two little children.
Mrs. J. P. Harper left Wednesday for a visit to her mother, Mrs.
A. J. James, who has been in very
Chicago, Juno 8. Tha
bad health for some time.
Mrs. Roscoe Smith .was in Clovis
national convention meeting in Chicago it the tenth to be held in that shopping last Saturday and remained
in the city until Sunday eve.
city.
Philadelphia has had the event
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
three time and Bultimore, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Cineinnuti once
each.
LIVING COST IN SMALL TOWN
Previous conventions ' with their
nominations make this list :
About Half What It Is In the Cities,
Philadelphia, 1856, John C. Free-moAccording to Writer In People's1
Magazine.
and W. L. Dayton.
Chicago, 1800, Abraham Lincoln
"I make the bold statement that a
and Hannibul Hamlin.
with a wife and two children,"
Bultimare, 1804, Abrahum Lincoln mini
snys William I). Policy In People's
and Andrew Johnson.
MuKuxliie, "can eumc hack to a small
Chicago, 1888, UlysKcs S. Grant town and live for exactly
f
what
anjl Schuyler Colfax.
It costs him to live in the city, living
fhiladelphia, 1872, Ulysses S. conditions being equal. It will shook
some city men to realise that authoriGrant and Henry Wilson.
Cincinnati, 1876 Rutherford B. tative figures have been compiled prov.
Ing that 90 per cent of the
(0,000
Hayes and W. A. Wheeler.
file of
families
making
up
and
the
rank
Chicago, 1880, James A. Garfield
ordinary America are drawing less
and C. A. Arthur.
than $2,0(KJ a year wages. Moreover,
Chicago, 1884, James G. Blaine Ihey are living upon It decently and
and John A Logan.
favlng money. If they were tint could
Chicago, 1888, Benjamin Hurrison live grout bund Ikhiics have been float
ed during the late war Nurressfully, or
and Levi P. Morton.
Minneapolis, 181)2, Benjamin Har- would wo have Mich stupendous ruiiis
lalil away In the national hiivIiiks
rison and Whitelaw Reid.
banks? Two thousand a year Is less
St. Louia, 1890, William McKinley than $10 a week.
The secret Is that It
and G. A. Holiart.
costs less to live In the country.
Philadelphia, 1990, William Mc"So my advice to any young man,
Kinley and Theodore Roosevelt.
city reared or no, who Is hound down
Chicago, 1904, Theodore Roose- to the sipialor, Jiixk routine, monotony,
asphalt and high prices, Is to mnkethn
velt and Charier W. Fairbanks.
Chicago, 1908, W. II. Taft and J. break and get away. Don't be In a
hurry. Pick out an Ideal country town
S. Sherman.
Chicago, 1912, W. H. Taft and J. of say 10,000 people within 200 or 300
miles of some great center anil land
S. Sherman.
a good Jub there before throwing up
Chicago, 1910, Charles E. Hughes your elty place. Then buy a cottage
and C. W. Fairbanks.
If you can and with a little searcll
they are always available get your
own plot of bind and use It to cut
down your expenses. Join a church,
BRYAN ITEMS
live simply, moderately, comfortably,
put some money every week In the sav
ings bank. The opportunity will came
B. R. Patton and family arc the sooner than you dream for you to get
proud owners of a new Ford.
Into some good local business and your
Mr. D. J. Smith left for Hot circle of friendships will have become
Springs, New Mexico, for his health. such If you have deported yourself
properly that you will he surprised at
We hope his trip does him goad.
the assistance which will col no to you.
Mrs. W. E. Mills and son, Leslie, Fiun then nn yo.ir career will rest
.visited at the home of J. I'. Harper solely upon your own abilities and acumen. You will Kain assets of charac'and family one day lust week.
Mr. S. E. Hill and family hnve ter !y living such a life that are worth
left for a trip for points in Texas, mure than money even much money.
Oklahoma and on to Arkansas to And after a while you will pity the
poor n ruin hack In the ulllce who eould
visit Mrs. Hill's brother.
not feel a 'uiy from liiu arc lamps uisl
W. E. Mills has a new storage
the pavements."

UDTpUIIEES

NICHOLS-THOMA-

S

Cuma J. Thomas and Mr.
Chas. E. Nichols were married last
Saturday evening at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mn. J. A.
Thomas, G. E. Harm an performing
the ceremony.
The groom is a young farmer living
northeast of Clovis and the bride is
well known in Clovis having been employed in the office of county treas
Miss

urer, J. Simpson Morgan. The young
couple wjll continue ta live here until
fall when t'hey plan to move to
fornia.
The News extends

t....M,i,rfaii

Cali-

I..
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-
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mi
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For Sale Flemist Giant Rabbits,
Pedigreed Stock from Blue Ribbon
Winners. Write for price list. Frank
J. Shea, Box 27, Belen, New Mexico.

WHO WILL BE THE

one-hal-

isiraice

Smith and children

Fifteen Uses For
Westinghouse
Electric Fans

written by

THE OLD HARTFORD
Plenty of money to loan on farms
aanaB MaMN

SMalMMMal MMMMMaaMMaiaMaMMMHMMMMaiiMMaa

fortable.

The Scheurich Agency

9

9 ityfM

i

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you eonie to us for your estimates.

(.

In the sick room to keep fresh air stirring.
In the nursery for baby's comfort.

7.

In the office to increase efficiency.

8.

Over the store door to keep out the flies.
In any stuffy room to make it comfortable.
On the counter for the comfort of customers.

In the restaurant to keep your patrons com
fortable.

13.
14.
15.

Xher are a dozen or more different Ingersolls
varying n price, varying in purpose small watchesf
jeweled watches, radium dial watches for night use,
and so on. For instance, if you have an expensive
watch, you probably would choose a Radiolite for
If you haven't a good serviceable Watch,
$3.50.
Reliance. The
you'd be likely to buy a
dealer will help you to select just the one for you.

Near large mirrors to keep flics off.
In the telephone booth to drive out foul air.
In workshops to increase production.
At the printing press to keep the rollers from
melting.

"lngtrsoll" has always meant the
good fmefteeper. Today, with present day costs
lowest-price-

d

and the 1920 purchasing value of a dollar, $2.50 is
the Iov"est price at which we can make a watch
while keeping up the Ingersoll standard of quality.
"tngersO"" means "money's wofth" whether it's for
the $2.5 0 Yankee oi one of the Radiolites that tell
one f tne jeweled watches.
time in tne dJIk or

fr

Ntnn Electric Co.
Price

Include Government

OP CLOVIS

Ts

FOR 12 YEARS

The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.

RELIABLE

I

RESPECTFUL

,5'7

Radlollt.
tells Mm. la
tha dark

YankM, thai
moat famous

B.dlolli.
I&.2J

rf1t.

1330

REASONABLE

West Side
Garage
'

Corner Mitchell and Otero

FREE USE OF CHAPEL

All kinds of mechanical work done. Satisfaction guaranteed. Give us a trial.

PRIVATE AMBULANCE I
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co. I

Rellanc

tyiterburf
Jawaltd

IK ,

J

KadloIlM

5JO

Day Phone 211

In the kitchen to make cooking less fatiguing.

11.

Clovis, New Mexico

JOHNSON BROS.

4.

10.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

v

In the bed room for a comfortable night's rest.

).

DID

The Mian who wails for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

I

X

12.

iliiiMWGHfflrk

.

In the dining room to keep the flies off the
table.

5.

YOU ever "get fitted" to a watch? We
did you ever figure out exactly your
watch needs and then see if you were properly
equipped?

mi

Telephone 23

2.

for Each of These Folks

imtmm
ii

In the living room to keep the family com

1.
MM MMaMB

There's a Special Ingersoll

Mmmm

are all hot under the collar.
that keep coolest will stand the best

show.

Hail Insurance

it

If its news The News wants

Iicy

The ones

as well as

tank.

Mrs. Walter

Next President ?

,

Night Phone 235

ROBT. H.

7J.wal
Hlck.lcaa8TO
Oold

InQERLI. ft

BKO., new YorlrfChlctgo,

AIIxtllJ0

8ii Prindico

'

D. W. Criswell
Manager
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Let Us Help You Combat

the High Cost o f Living
with the following low prices in Groceries:
Red Slav Flour per 481b
Flawless Flour per 4811
Wichita's Best Flour per 481b 1
Dunbar's Southern Syrup per 0"

Pancake Syrup per 101b
Fanner Jones Sorghum per 101b
Bar-B-brand pure sorghum per
I
Dark Karo per 101b
White Karo per 10
White Lilly tomatoes, 2l2size
White Lilly tomatoes, 2 size,

101b

Q

Sooner tomatoes, No. 2, 2 for
Swifts Jewel Compound, per 8 IT)
Crustine per 61b
Simon Pure Lard per 101b
Happy Vale pink salmon
Lippeneott's Pimento Olives, 13 oz
Lippencott's Pimento Olives, 9 oz.
Farm House plain olives per qt.
Arbuckles Coffee per package
Crusade Coffee (Chase & Sanborn) per 31b pkg
White House Coffee per pound
Cooks Pride Coffee, per pound
Peaberry Coffee per pound
Puritan bacon, by strip, per pound Smoked bacon per pound
Dry Salt bacon per pound
Cream of Wheat per package
Crape Nuts per package
National Oats 3 packages for
Alton's Tea per pound
Bulk Tea, green or black, per pound
Black Cherries, gallon size
Apricots, Cap brand, per gallon
Peaches, Cap brand, per gallon
Crapes per gallon
Apples per gallon
Campus Blackberries per gallon

1

$3.90
$3.50
$3.75
$1.35
$1.00
$1.15
$1.75
$1.00
$1.10
,20
.15
.35
$2.35
$2.00
$3.15
.25
.75
.50
.60
.45
$1.50
.60
.59
A5
.60
.35
"

'.if,--.
.

1

1

18th amendment ous. He'i craftier than a twice
greatest crook wjdow stalking her third victim
atory ever written
Alma Jimmy
lard stouter of heart Uan the man
Valentine."
hl'r- - One of the screen's
who m
No need to explain wha Jimmy
Valentine is. He's more notorious most populur favorite in a play more
He's the
a tat more popular.
than leap year and fully as danger-'an- d
famous

??!5?7?Sv???R555?CN

v

-- v

.30
15

Rosa, N. M.

"""$l!oO

."".I$l!l0
$1.10
.'35

55
$1.3f
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Capital,

Sulus

and Profits

FOR RENT
Phone 304.

I

I
THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS

"The Farmers" Friend"
'c solicit Volir bailking business,

a

WANTE

To buy an organ
Anyone having one for sale notify J,
J. Spuurlln, Route A Clovis.
D

FOR
RENT One bed room.
phone 287, or apply at 201 South
l.
Ax-tel-

FOR
SALE
Perfection,
four
burner, high back oil stove with
oven. In good condition. Cheap if
Mid at once. Can be seen at Cooper
Transfer storage house.
6-- 1

,

--

REGISTERED DUROC JERSEY
25 intensely
SWINE
bred Orion
Cherry King fall gills, bred to a good
on of Fancy Orion King for September farrow. No better pedigree
could be written. An exceptional opportunity to secure foundation stock
of the most approved type and brced- fag. $12E.OO each registered in your
own name and delivered to your
l,
Utlon. The Hamiln Farms,
Texas.
Far-vrel-

Pull Together for an

American Merchant Marine
The war resulted In the creation of a great merchant
marine 1C,000,000 tons of American ships which cost us
$3,000,000,000.

Everybody agrees that we must keep this fleet on the
Mas.
r
If we fall back to
conditions when only 0 per
cent of our foreign 'trade was carried In American ships
We shall be In the position of a department store whose
foods are delivered In lta competitor's wagons.
Congress Is considering legislation which will perpotuate
our
merchant marine.
Until this le done the ships we have should not be sold
to face conditions which, prior to the war, resulted In the
decline of our merchant marine to Insignificance.
This Committee calls attention to these facts because
right solution of our shipping problem Is rlinl to the future
proHucrity of shipbuilding, but equally vital to the safety
and prosperity of the nation,
8nd for free copy of "For an American Merchant
Marine."
pre-wa-

war-bui- lt

Committee of American Shipbuilders
SO

CHURCH

STREET, NEW YORK CITY

i)

I

Surrounding Country

(5)

S

Investigate the Praetorians I
am making Clovis my Headquarters for ft
lare district for tlie I'raetorians. I will be tflad
of an opportunity to explain the proposition to
F

.Kyiv-'-

you.

Scientific Life Insurance
The I'raetorians is a scientific Life Insurance
institution with the home office in Dallas, Texas.
The institution was organized 2'2 years ago and
from the very beginning the Order began putting
aside a reserve to protect its policy holders and wc
w have over $80.00 per capitaper member, to
protect our policy holders.

,rIW

BJBlo
ill
n2fliffl!"ti

I

Men and Women Admitted

on Same Basis of Rates

The Pratorian Building

FOR SALE Dodge touring car in
pood condition and a new Chevrolet.
Miller-Nas- h
Mator Co.

f

A Strong Bank In a Growing Town

To the the People of Clovis and

Two sleeping rooms.

FOR SALE Ford Roadster. Any
kind of terms you want if you can
make a (food note. M. L. Lynn. Up

$135,000.00

Sl'LLIVN

FOR SALE Two room house with
FOR SALE New Ford Coupe
lot 50x160 feet, in Fitzhugh Addi- shock absorbers number, etc.
tion. See L. G. Willhoit at Kemp
E. W. BOWYER.
Lumber Company.
ltp
NOTICE I have for sale about
FOR SALE Good
milk cows,
three thousand head of breeding ewes
horses and Mexican adobes.
Also
near Santa Rosa, N. M., which have
five houses and vacant lots for sale
been wintered in that vicinity. All
by owner. See R. H. (Shorty) Angood young ewes about half of which
derson, 206 S. Lane St.

RATE
Per Word Per Issue

At the
Theatre, Saturday night,
June 12th. Try To Get In.
Lyceum

FIRST NATIONAL BANE

J

of meat ar our Market department.'

l.'&H'A"I'IHUUYk

:

Cartoon.

V

Kemp Lumber Company
AD S

Jeff

You enn ulw;:ys p?;t a choice p'ece

bucket of paint
Makes many a place loo!: new, Ihat ain't
Our place of business is much more llian a lumber storehouse.
It is
headquarters for building service. Let us do your building and repairing an 1
painting planning. Tell us your needs
We supply them SATISFACTORILY.

:

and a Mutt and

-

DUlLDiiNu SERVICE

CLASSIFIED

el

t-t-

I

(

"A board and a nail and

wtfe cracker you ever hoard
of. AIho showing a two-reHarold
Lloyd Comedy, "Haunted Spooks,"

clcven-s- t

,

.LOST-- Kit
of tools. Last satur-'- j
day two gentlemen in a Ford car J
kindly took me to the aviation field 2
in Clovis and I left a kit of tools in
their car by mistiike. 1 do not know
their names but if they will leave
the tools nt the News Office they will
he forwarded to me and I will grout
ly appreciate their kindncs.
Ralph
Anucraon, tricn wiai'im v.o., r.rici;, 4,
Okla.
ltc J

75

.75
'.$1.05

-

in the

are two year olds which I would sell
at shearing time with the lambs
thrown in and the wool off or before
shearing either.
Fred Baca, Santa

222 SOUTH MAIN
s r? vrs.

ffv

than the

Bert Lytell

KEYES CASH GROCERY
PHONE 218

,

1

271

."

tv

"Owned and operated
clusively by the

Women are admitted to the I'raetorians on
the same basis of rates as men. All meet in the
siaiic council. This makes a fine social feature.

.Accident Benefits in Every Policy
Without Extra Cost

ex-

l'raetor-ian.- s.

Kvery policy the Praetorians write provides
for accident benefits without extra cost. Also disability features.

Our Leader Is the Twenty Year Pay Policy
The Fratorians sell several clases of policies. Our leader is the 20 year
payment plan. Why take a policy on which you have to continue paying premiums as long as you live when you o.uSi get a policy in the Pratorians and
get.it fully paid up iu twenty years? We also write a ten year pay policy.
Cash and loan features in both the above policies after the second year.

I

Will Be Glad to Explain Our Different Plans
and Special Benefits to You

GEO. R. RAY, District Manager
CLOVIS, N.M.
Representing

.

THE PRAETORIANS
i). 15. (lardner, 1 'resident,
104tt'S.

MAIN

ST.

Home office, Dallas, Texas
PHONE 157

L. lilayloek, Vice President

mmwm
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"ON DOWNY

Oldtlmers May Recall, With Thla Writ,
sr, Their Experience With the Old
Feather Mattress.

THE

km

Got Off Eaey.
teleIlls car hud collided with
graph pole. A crowd gathered round.
"I think tny collarbone U broken," he
Mid to the policeman who beat over

est weather.
The tin cup of water sometimes set
In tho window In ease a feller trot dry
In tho night would freeze solid and
have a frappe white wart In the center, come iiioriilnu.
And all over the part of the tipper
featherbed where my breath had been
distributed was n fine skating rink. A
little sloping, It Is true, but with ice
thick eiioiiuh to hold.
These ticks were filled with
tlmt mother and I had extruded from the epidermises of reluctant honkers, a bunch at a time,
through the spring uud summer and
early fall mouths.
Jometlmes when an Inexperienced
goose barber would Jerk out some of
the meat along with the basement of
(he feathers, the result was an
condition In the tick, which nothing would eradicate except a long
pendulous time over the palings.
Tho air would get In Its work In that
way, and tho sleeper ou or under said
bed would not have so many dreams
about roosting In a glue factory.
A few Jears ago when I had become
mattress broke, I was parked In a
small room at a country hotel and
sicked onto a large embonpoint featherbed. I looked at It a long time beFinally I
fore taking the plunge.
jumped In and at once went beyond
my depth.
I sent up downy hubbies, trod feath
fashion, used the
ers, swum little-dobreast stroke and the Australian crawl,
and finally, Just as I was about to go
down for the last time, I was guided to
the surface by the smell of the
oil stove, whereupon I
breuth,
took a deep and
grubbed a bedpost for safety, and got

"If that's all, yer In lurk," growled
the officer.' "Shure, 'twas breakneck
soeed ye wa goto.' at."

Hy Position.
"What Is your position on this great
question?"
"My position," ireplled Senator Sorghum, "Is somewhat like that of a
tttht-rop- e
walker. I don't want to
stop to srgne or show oft. What I
want to do is to get across to solid
ground."

unca-vor-

Making Oareful Inquiry.
"Those ladles are smoking."
"Qufte the thing at an affair of this
kind."
"Answer me one question, friend."
"What's the etiquette about asking a

llghtr

A Champion.

"What's Cuolly doing since be graduated?"
"He's a bsnk runner."
"He nuitlit to make good t that, lie
took many Interaclmliistlc prizes fur
running."
Reasonable Fear.
"Ho you think Bllgglns Is nfruld of
work 7"

"Shouldn't be surprised. Anybody
who ban slighted wrk uh much a
he has shouldn't expect any favors
from It"

a roort

COUNTER.

"He's an expert aocountunt."
"I don't believe It. I played golf
with him the other day and the
score he handed In convinced me
that ha had never studied
Like Folk.

Dob There goes the original
mismatist In thla town.
Jake Must have some swell
of coins.
Bob He has. He's the head
In a restaurant downtcvij.

Affinity.

common?"

"These two are both Betters."

That Settles

It

Will,
(eicltedly) Hey, pop, do
more plaster can fall off the celling.
Pop la that ao; what's the trouble?
Willie It's all off.

Justified.
"Why are yon telling everybody at
the table my coffee la poor?"
"If you will look In my cup, madam,
you will see I have grounds for my
Riches.

"Jones has secured his pile,

right"
"Plenty of the long green, has
"Long green, nothing I I was
ring to hla coal pile."
-

all

hef

refer

The Likely One.
"What la your blrthstone?"
"Judging from the knock! I am always getting 1 should asy it waj
fcrlckbat"

and friends who are considering gifts

Is

room suites, dining room suites,1 rugs, davenports, porch furniture and many other things that go toward making the home
beautiful and comfortable.

y

A Merciful Judge.
"Judge, I wish you'd put me 60 pro
bation."
"How long u.d I sentence you fort"
"One year. But I want to get married."
"You wish me to substitute for a
sentence of one year a sentence for
life? That would be

I

suspended."

Cake Broken Over Bride.
Is nn old

belief that a marriage

should take place when the moon Is
waxing and not waning, If It Is to be a
lucky match, and In many north uin
try districts a strict Inquiry Is made ns
t
the state of the moon before the
wedding day Is fixed. In the norlh,
ton, no wise bride will ask an odd
number of guests to her wedding1
feast, for nn old superstition has It
that If this Is done one of the guests
will die before the year f out.
In the Highlands It Is taken as a
terribly unlucky sign If a dog should
run between the bridal pair on their
wedding 'hiy; while In Herbyshlre
prospective brides still tell the bees of
their wedding, and decorate the hives
for the occasion, in parts of Knglnnd
and Scotland there exist nn ancient
custom for which rensnn Is hard to
?.Md, by which part of the wedding
enke Is broken over the head of the

bride, and the guests scramble for
London

pieces.

Answers.

Aloud at Home.
The season nf long evenings Is here.
A good use for the gift of time and Indoor hours Is to revive the practice
once almost universal of reading aloud
In the family circle. Those now of
Reading

Your Credit
Is Good

And It Did.
A youthful aspirant for Journalistic
distinction who was asked to write an
article on superstition and Imbecility
began his essay thni:
"That Imbecility la not on the wane,
perusal of the following lines will amply demonstrate."

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
Quality Home Furnishers

V

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

NOTICE
and to wham it
may concern: On and after the July
12th, 1920, all common labor will be
75c per hour for 8 hour day. Mortar mixers and hod carriers $1.00 an
hour. Time and a half for overtime
and holiduys.
I. H. C. B. and C. L. V. Local 607.
O. C. Martin, President.
Wm. H. Sharp, Recording Secretary.
To all Contractors

jaeaira
About
Gone

QUALIFIED.
The man I
6he (romantically)
marry must be willing to go through
fire for me.
Ho Then I'm your man. The boss
has fired me for telephoning you so
often.
Sense and Sound.
Hon oft you Anil

Many
women

the bolaterous boyi

Into oblivion lnkl:itc!
lir.isM hand makes the biggest noise,
but dian't do the thinking.

Tli

Sufficient Reason.
Mrs. Scalds And Just think of
what n loving couple they were when
I wonder whut
they got married.
caused them to quarrel so.
Mrs. Uosstphe I found out today.
She plays a better game of golf thuu
he does.

Personal Pets.
"Every man la entitled to bis

opin-

ion."
"Yes,"

replied Senator Sorghum ;
"the same ns a man Is entitled to a
composite breed of dog. Itxmay be
nothing to be proud of, but It's his
If he wants to hold on to It."
Gay Young America.
"1 don't euro for the young man. Suppose you are making a mistake In uiur-ryln- g
him?"
"Well, If I nm, you'll supply me with
a divorce fund, won't you, dear old

popsyl"
Contrary Act
"I am not surprised to bear she la
an advanced spiritualist. She la a woman who alwaya goes to an extreme."
"Ia she? I thought she went to
medium."

True to Life.
Photographer Try to look pleasant,
please.
Wife of Victim Don't ask him to do
that This picture Is for my mother,
and she wouldn't recognize It

rv

The pastor will preach next Sunday
morning; announcing; the grand total that has been raised toward building the new Methodist church.
At night Rev. Givcns of Tennessee
will fill the pulpit

Wonted to rent three or four toora
house close in . Phone The News,
CWC
riione 07 far job work of all kinds. No. 07.

thousands of
suffering

METHODIST CHURCH

front

trouble, have
been benefited by the use
of Cardui, the woman's
tonic, according to letters
we receive, similar to this
one from Mrs. Z.V. Spell.
0fHayne.N.C. "I could
not stand on my feet, and
Just suffered terribly,"
she says. "As my suffering was so great and
he had tried other remehad us
dies, Dr.
set Cardui. , . I began
Dnprovinp, and it cured
me. 1 know, and my
doctor knows, what Cardui did for me, for my
nerves and health were
about gone."
womanly

9

Hla Chance for a Dig.
"John," asked his wife, who was
writing to one of her niurrled friends,
"which Is proper to say, 'I differ from
you' or 'I differ with you?"
"Tell her you differ from her. She
lets her husband have a part of his salary to buy cigars aud such thinks."

middle age or older remember the
pleasure and profit of such evenings In
their youth, nnd regret the noticeable
discontinuance nf this beneficial cusMerely Descriptive.
tom. The great number of popular
"Mr. Shadd acknowledges he Is Im
periodicals, the enlargement of the
pecunious."
dully newspapers In scope nnd In num"Then he oughtn't to be Insulted If
ber of nnges. the conllnuous nvnllnbll- any ont calls him a poor fish."
Ity of tho motorcar and the tnovtcs
have resulted In a neglect or goou "iMany Blushes.
aniiurp. current and standard. Thhj
husking
enjoy these
"I
Is
a
good
literature
for
well,
la not
bee."
once
a
friend,
and
educator,
treat
"ltt-,ears mean kisses, eh?"
mm!. Hint never falls or dl- e"let, and kisses mean red Mrs.11
gpoksne Spokesman-Review- .

..

will be wise, and thought-

would be pleased to show you our excellent line of bed-

"We

JOHNSON BROS.

"Sentence

you fond relatives

ful to bring her in here and let her do her own choosing.

Printers' Fun.
"There never was any variety In thla
bill of fare," growled the pessimistic
patron.
"You forget the typographical errors,
sir," reeled the facetious waiter.
"Whut?"
"We have a new lot every day, sir,
and, upon niy word, some of them are
most amuslug."

Method Wae Effective.
"Where did you get It?" asked Mag
istrate Pale, In Brooklyn, of Kdwnrd
K. Stack, who was before him. chnrgn!
wlih having been found In n state nf
glorious intoxication on a street corner.
".fudge," replied the prNoner, respectfully, but somewhat anxiously, "I
Hindi' It myself,"
".Made It yourself?" asked the magistrate. "Mow did you make It?"
"Judge," was the response, " have
my own method and I want to keep it
1(1 lll.lsolf."
"You raise a difficult point," said the
magistrate. "How do I know Hint you
dhl not buy Intoxicants?"
"I'll show yon the recipe, Judge."
said the prisoner, "duly please give
It back to me and preserve toy cotiil-d- '
toe In the matter."
The prisoner solemnly handed up a
paper on which something was written.
The Judge read It carefully and handed It back to the prisoner.
"You may go, prisoner," said the

It

"I have a dog and a hen that are
fast friends."
"Whut can a dog and a hen have In

You grooms who are to do the providing

scope combined.
That was years nun, and even yet I
stiee.e feathers every once In awhile.
Kami Life.

nu-

The Trafflo Cop.
"I notice you don't Interfere with the
woman drivers, oftlcer?"
"No, I try to make It a little ensy for
,the ladles."
"Yet Justice Is blind."
"Still, she's a woman."

ably as possible.

punctuate?"
"I don't know, and I don't believe
Olddlson knows either. When I asked
him about her qualifications all he
could say was, 'Such eye, such hair,
such a figure I' "

much-neede-

And All the Rest, Too.

;

"So he has."
"Do you suppose she can spell and

Whereupon
the prisoner left the
courtroom, followed eagerly by a large
botlv of residents of the l'lutbush sec
tion. Cincinnati Times-Star- .

Flowera are like folk Ilia
Humility, In byways growlns,
Ttie vlolet'e modest, but the roH,
The rose Is (Wen to blowing.

Strictly Ornamental.
CiiUdlson has a uew stenog-

A Perfect Chesterfield.
"I must say this condemned murderer was polite to the lurt"
"Well?"
"When he was being strapped Into
ont.
Then I tied two pillows to mo for the electric chnlr he apologized to the
with doctors, newspaper men and prison ofand
nn old pair of candle-moldI found In ficials present for occupying the only
cbnlr In tho room."
thccloKcf as a breathing tube und peri-

magistrate.

dlyehowe

June Bride is contemplatiiii; the realization of her girl novel dream "her own home." Fulfill her
liapiness by furnishing that home as cheerfully and as comfortThe prospective

rapher."

g

Precedent
"Of course," observed the man with
a ponderous Intellect, "we must show
the deepest respect for precedent"
"Of course," asKcnled the mun with
a fountain pen. "Hut that's no excuse tor going ubend writing '1010.'"

j

'1 hear

HOME

b

T

geese-whiske-

blm.

Let Us Furnish Your

HI
Wlf

Sleeping in a featherbed used to be
mo. I did It very fluently.
I used to be nblu to sleep with ore
under me and ono over uie.
That was In the upper and unfinished
half-storof our country house that
Wax lit ted with a better
d
sy.t-ter- n
than any
car you ever
rode In! The only beat In tho house
was In n bin llrepluce 40 feet or so
f rum here some of us slept In the cold-

easy for

Pocketed the Intuit.
"Mr. ilrumpus thought lie would cure
t borrowing neighbor of bud hubIL"
"Proceed."
"When the neighbor sent over one
morning to borrow
hammer,
Mr.
(irumpus Kent lilm a cheek to buy one."
"How did tho icheino work?"
"The neighbor expreHHed IiIh thuiiks,
nd the next Uiy wanted to borrow a
lawn mower."

lady for a

(JUST

BEDS OF EASE"

SI

!

THE

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER FOR A
CLOSED CAR

The Woman's Tome

All Druggists

UNIVERSAL CAR

WE CAN MAKE PROMPT
DELIVERIES OF SOLID
TIRE TRUCKS

mm
9

!!

Get Ready for Hauling
That Wheat Crop

TAKE

She writes furthen 'X
am in splendid health...
Can do tny work. I feel I
owe It to Cardui, tor I was
In dreadful
condition."
If you are nervous, rundown and weak, or suffer
from headache, backache,
etc., every month, try
Cardui, Thousands ol
women praise this medicine for the good It has
done them, and many
physicians who have used
Cardui successfully with
their women patients, for
years, endorse this medicine. Think what It means
to be in splendid health,
like Mrs. Spell. Oive
Cardui a trial.

IIS !

EITHER SEDAN OR COUPE
THE CAR THAT
PLEASES THE FAMILY

Jones & Lindley
AUTHORIZED AGENTS FOR FORD

SERVICE

t
FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS
We invite your business upon the most fayor- nhin tprnis consistent with urudent Dankine Diinci- pies.

f

THE CLOVI3 NEWS.
OLD SHAKESPEARE

THURSDAY, JUNF.

'0,

1920.

IS FOUND

Fragment of "Passionate Pilgrim" Be.
Ileved Earlier Than Any
Other Issue.
London.
Sotheby's will sell at one-tloa volume which rivals In rarity
the tiny hook which a. r. Smith of
New York bought for f 15,100 from the
Krltwell Court library hint December.
That sold from the Rrllwell library
comprised Shakespeare' "Venus and
Adonis," fourth edition, MOO, of which
only one copy In known; Shakespeare'
"Pnsslonnte Pilgrim" mid "Sounds,"
first edition, ir!M), of which only one
other copy was then known, and "Kpi.
grammes nnd Elegies," hy Sir John
Davis and Christopher Marlowe.
The contents of the newly discov-

s mcgl appropriate

brthatr

ill
I'.".'.

'

I.I

', r'ii v

ered volume ore Shakespeare's "Pns
slnnnte Pilgrim" nnd "Snrir.ets," fiqst
edition, l.r)!H); fihnkespouro's "l.u
crece," third edition, WOO, of whlcli
only one other copy Is known : Tlionin
Mlddleton'g "Chnst of Lucrece," 1(tl0,
a unique nnd hitherto unknown work'
"Emnrlcdulfe." by E. C, an authoi
never Identified. irif).r, nnd i'.hake
sproare's "Venus and Adonis," flftr
edition, Issued In WOO, the same yeai
as the fourth edition.
1
The "Fnsslnnnte Pilgrim" nnd "Son
nets' In n fragment containing a
.
portion of the work. Its
leaves out of thirty-fou- r
nre, moreover,
ninde up of two Issues, one of which
Is the Issue offered at the llrltwell
Court sale, but the other Issue from
which the piece Is made up Is oik
hitherto unknown. It contains misprints which In the Brltwoll Court ex.
ample are corrected.
Consequently
the.clnlm of the hitter to be the first
edition Is, In the words of the catalogue of the new find, rendered doubtful.
The new volume was discovered hy
nichnrd Francis Burton at his home
Longner Hall, near Shrewsbury.

,

t
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If ymir eycsijilit is nun. our cvi'" lasses and succ- taclcs vnll lvstoiv it.
Jf you have glasses that need attention, we can
repair them for you.
If you arc tired of your nose glasses, we can put
hows on them or vice versa.
If you want something high grade and aristocratic, we can supply you.
If you want something good, but modest in
price, we have it, too.
We can furnish anything and .do everything
if it is in the optical line.
Eyes tested "while you wait."

JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS
Notice to Farmers
The St. Vrain
For Sale A pair of Belgian hares.
Nctionnl Farm Loan Association 012 North Connelly
Street. Phone
amended Territory covers all Curry
tfc
3,1.
west
County
of Range
If you
desire a loan, call on or write for
Flu and its after effects arc sucJ. L. Iiines,
further information.
Secretary-Treasure- r
cessfully treated by Osteopathy, tfc!

m.

MONUMENTS

Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.

London.
In a small room at
the Imperial College of Technology, South Kensington, Prof.
A. O. Rnnklne Is perfecting an
Instrument which shoots messages as a gun shoots shells.
A person talking Into a trumpet attached to a minute mirror
reflecting a strong light can
send a messngo to any dlstnnce
reached by thjs light without
fear of the words being Intercepted, it Is snld.
The words spoken can he
heard distinctly half a nillo
away and nre transmitted
through projectors to an electric
bnttoi ' attached to a piece of
selenium fitted to an ordinary
telephone receiver. The larger
the receiving battery the greater distance can the message be
sent.

Poor fence posts are thieves. They steal your money and
time time when you can least afford to give it. It costs the
American farmer one hundred million dollars every year to replace decayed and broken fence posts. Most of this is needless
waste.
Long Hell creosoted posts last a life time. You can he sure
of satisfactory service with the minimum of upkeep. Their first
g
cost is practically the only cost. The Long Hell wtltod of
should not he confused or compared with the open tank
dipping or brush treatments, for these are only temporary forms
n
of wood preservation. Hy the Long Hell
process the entire sapwood is impregnated with creosote
and the result, is "The Post Kverlasting."
We would like to show you these posts and other fencing
material we have in stock.
creo-sotin-
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Built It Right."

fO.

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

Telephone No. 15
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RIVER

Rapp Monument Co.
:

"It Costs No More

I

Wlnnemucea. Nev. James Ilrynnt
and William Brcnnun, veteran Nevada
trappers and hunters, arrived hem re.
cently with a tale of having trapped
an alligator on the Humboldt river,
near Frank Prey's ranch, west of

West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

j.ONG-REL- L

j

Trapped After It Had Killed a Num.
ber of Calves en Frey's
Ranch.

1

Fence For a Lifetime

Shoots Words
as Gun Shoots Shells

YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

t

uty wmber
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hydraulic-pressure-vacmu-

Device

Denhof Jewelry Co.
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Our WORD is our BOND
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Bryant nnd Hrennnn trapped tho alligator after It bad killed a number of
calves tin the I'rey ranch and put the
entire district In fear of going near the
river. The trappers say It was an alligator that escaped from a circus train
at Iiulay a few years ago and has been
living in the Humboldt river ever
since. The alligntor skin will be made
up Into a traveling lug hy Frcy. In
addition to tho ulligator the trappers
secured a large number of muskruts,
beaver, otter, coyotes and wildcats.

Valuable Parasitic Fly.
recent agricultural department
bulletin states that a parasitic fly.
compnllura clvlnnatii, has been used
with grent success to destroy gypsy
.
moth In New
moth and brown-tal- l
It will also aid In the control of
other Insect posts. A few years ago
tussock moth was a
the
serious pest In New England, but line
practically disappeared since cnmpxl-Inrbecame established. Tho cabbage
worm, the celery worm nnd tho fall
wehwortu have all been reduced by
the activities f the new pnruslte.
A

Kng-land-

If the power to do liurd work l not
talent. It ll tho twal pusailila aubatl-tut- e
for It ThlriKH don't turn up In
thin world until anint-bodturna them
up. A pound ill pluck la word) a ton
of lurk. Luck is un lsnla fatiiua. You
may folio
It to ruin, tint never to
ucceaa. Jumca A. 'iiirlald.
WAYS TO SERVE TONGUE.
Heef tongue Is so well known nnd
liked that It needs no prtiiM-- . A beef
tongue. If lightly
corned for u few
days or a week,
is much Improved
In lluvur. Simmer

CP

l

U1

After you eat always take

ATONIC
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could begin at the
noli, mi mill at the sniiie time go over
the top."
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Action.
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Instantly relieves Heart bum, Bloated Caaiy Feeling. Stops food souring,
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
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SOUTHWESTERN

DRUG CO.,

Clovia, N. M.

until tender, then
cool In Its nun
ll(tior ufter shin

ning, ami It may
be served In hundreds of ways.
For
those wlio like a sweet sauce raisin
sauce is u great favorite.

Raisin Sauce With Beef Tongue.
Take
cupful of raisins,
of u teaspoonful of ginger, the
Juice or half a lemon, one teaspoonful
of chopped onion, two tablespoonfiils
of butter, the same of Hour, one
l
of chopped carrot,
of a teaspoonful each of celery
seed and pepper, one teaspoonful of
f
salt,
pint of stock or water.
I 'lit Hid onion
and carrot In the butter and cook slowly mil II well browned, then mid tho raisins nnd stir until
they are heated; remove from the direct bent nnd add flour and stock wiib
Hie remainder of the seasonings. Serve
hot on hot tongue or corned beef.
Cnlf, pork or lamb's tongues nre all
used In recipe In which beef tongue
may he used.
Pork Torgus on Toast Cut pieces
of bread III any dcBlrcd form and fry
a golden brown. Sprinkle with grated
cheese nnd heap wllh cooked chopped
pork tongue. Season with salt and
paprika nnd sprinkle with bread
crumbs.
Place In n hot oven to brown
the crumbs.
English Calves' Tongues.
Take two
cnlves' tongues nnd cover with a rich
soup stock ; salt, pepper and malt vinegar to tnste. Cook slowly until tender. Serve the tongues sliced with
boiled carrots atid turnips. I'our over
the remaining stock nnd ecrvo.
Lsmb Tongue With Macaroni.
Cook
of a pound of macaroni. Put In a baking dish with one
lamb's tongue chopped nnd seasoned,
lf
one cupful of tomato sauce nnd
cupful of grated cheese. Sprinkle
with cheese and bake until brown.
Serve hut.

Tire Advice

one-hal- f

Tl BERLIN POPULATION
Effect

$1630 in Clovis.
To save time is to make money-owof Traffic Trucks do both.

of War Is Showr. In Big De.
crease In Males According
to Census.

Wnshlnglon, D. C The city of
Iterlln with niljaeent districts now In-- '
eludes 3.801 .2.S5 Inhabitants, according
to recent Issues of the l'.erlln press,
which published results of the census
started October 8, liilii. The most re- markablo feature of the census was
the considerable decrease In the city
proper, census reports showing a loss
of more than eight per cent since 1010.
The effect of the war was seen In
the fact that the number of males
In the suburbs of Ilerlln Increased only
0,13, while fetnules Incrensed lli.Oftf.
In Greater Berlin males decreased
54,000 and females Increased 124,800.

ners

The Traffic saves hundreds of dollars in first cost, hundreds of dollars in
maintenance cost and cuts in half the
cost of hauling.
Do

3,801,235

your hauling with a Traffic.

"Standardized and Standard sized."

DRIFT 1& DAYS ON ICE CAKE

Let us show them to you.

Three

Eskimo

Hunters

Arrive

In

Noma After Braving Perils In
the Bering Sea.

Skarda Auto Truck and
Tractor Co.
4--

t

Nome, Alaska. Three Rsklmn hnnt-er- s
came Into Nome over the sea Ice
out of sight of Innd.
They said they had suffered from
cold and hunger nnd that while hunting seals they camped on the Ice off
the mouth of a river 1.riO miles south
of Nome. One morning they awoke to
find a gale bad torn their Ice cake free
and had carried It to sea. They did
not sight land again until March 2.
The men reached Nome by working
their canoe through the loose Ice until
Uicy reached solid shore tec.
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"It

folly," aaid Banjamin

ia

Franklin, "to lay out money In
the purchase
Thia

la

of repentance."

limply another way

of saying that when a wiae man

111
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buya tirea, ha buy

Kelly t.

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auto Service

cue-he-

T. L. HELM, Mgr.

ay

'

North Main St.
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OLDFIELD TIRE
COMPLETED THE TERRIFIC 500 MILE RACE AT INDIANOPOLIS ON MAY 31st WITHOUT A SINGLE CHANGE,
AND ENABLED GASTON CHEROVLET TO WIN THE INTERNATIONAL MOTOR SWEEPSTAKES. RENE THOMAS
AND TOMMY MILTON WON SECOND AND THIKD PLACES IN THIS RACE ON OLDFIELD TIRES
READ THE ACCOUNT OF THIS MARVELOUS TIRE FETE ON THIS PAGE.
OLDFIELD TIRES ARE DISTRIBUTED IN EASTERN NEW MEXICO AND WESTERN TEXAS BY

iiayiioF

HP0
ii

are

am attery
11

Go,

JOHN P. TAYLOR, Manager
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

Mrs Lena Osborne and children
visited Mrs. Randol Thursday.
MOUNCE NEWS
LOCUST GROVE
Mr, and M
Bob Williamg of Fair.
field visietd at Mr. Hagler's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Osborne, Mr.
Most of the farmers are thrsugh
How it everyone enjoying these
and Mrs. T. i, Randol and Mr. and
planting.
Mr. Sam Randol were Cbvis visitbeautiful summer days?
Mr. Hagler is still very sick. He is ors Satuurday afternoon.
in
comwheat
this
The farmer'
behind on planting, so a number of
munity is needing rain badly.
Several from this community atMr. and Hfirs. Canada kiivc a party men planted for him Saturday af- tended the show at Clovis Saturday
night.
liit Tuesday evening which was en- ternoon and Monday.
joyed by a large crowd of young
people.
Ice cream was served a refreshment, and everyone had a greut
(p)
I

Mr. and Mrs. Jennings attended the
the singing convention at Bellview
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.Godaka vailed at Mr.
T. J. Randol's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Osborne spent
Sunday at Mr. Gee's.
Mr. J. E. Randol visited at Mrs.
T. J. Randol's Friday.
.
Miss Dovie Taylor visited home
folks the last of the week.

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wiggins visited at Mr. Moss" at Union Thursday.
Mr. Brunson Redell of Texico
called on Miss Mildred Hagler Sim-da- y
evening.
One of Otis Carpenter's cows was
snake bitten th's week. Its head is
pretty badly swoolen.
Mr. and Mrs. Ebb Randol attended church at Moye Chapel Saturday
night.

Arthur Curry had a fine horse t
night.
Mrs. Ruth Wiggins spent the afternoon With Mrs. Osborne Monday.
There was a large crowd out at
singing Sunday night, and we had a
pretty good singing. Everyone invited to come.
Rex Tidwell U on the sick list this
week.
CROSSEYED JANE
die Saturday

.

time.

J. R. Johnson suffered a painful
and serious injury Inst Sunday afternoon while repairing his windmill.
He was working on the wheel when
the wind sturted to turn the mill
and his left hand was cuught and
hndly bruised. Hi little finger win
rruxhed and had to be amputated.
Mrs. Sudden is in the hospital at
("lovia.

Mist Helen Johnson returned Sunday after a week's visit in Cluvis.
Memra. lilnrk and Hice repaired
Mr. Muck's windmill Sunday.
Urook
Mesars. Ed Rice,
Al;ein,
Wal'aco Hice and Miss Geneva Rice
attended the singing convention ac
Iiellview Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Johnson were
("lovia vixitorn Sunday.
Miss Joy Wood was a Clovis visitor Saturday.
Tho M mince Sunday scIio-ji pro- reusing nicely, lirother Ix'wi? will
preach at the Mounce school build, nn
next Sunduy. Sunday school starts
at 2:30 o'clock, but as next Sunday
is church day Sunday school will sturt
promptly at 2:00 o'clock.
Come on, Shu Fly, what's tho mutter? Has the sand storm blown you
away? Come on with that Ranchvulc

The Indianapolis

Gaston Chevrolet
Monroe Special ear, won the International Motor Sweepstakes, May 31st

jin American driving an American-buil- t
ON OLDFIELD TIKES.

first winner of this annual event to finish the entire 500 miles without a tire change. He drove at au
erage speed of 88.03 miles per hour.

lie

is the

Rene Thomas

JANE

If its news The News wants it.
rhone us. No. 97.

av-

f

,

Europe's premier pilot, driving a French Ballot Special ear, finished second to Chevrolet. He also rode ON
OLDFIELD T1HKS. His entire race was free from tire trouble.
lie drove 500 miles at a speed of 86.95 miles an hour making precautionary tire changes at 282 miles while
replenishing fuel.

Tommy Milton

news.
GREEN-EYE-

Race

500-Mil- e

American, World's Speed King, driving an American built Duesenberg car, finished third ON OLDFIELD
TIKES. Milton's race was similarly free from tire trouble.
He made one precautionary change at 270 miles, during his midway stop for fuel, .and finished with a rectord of
86.85 miles an hour.

Barney Oldfield
"Master Driver of the World," built the tires used by Chevrolet, Thomas and Milton.
To the develojijnent of these tires, Barney Oldfield has devoted 20 years of study and more than 500,000 miles of
racing and touring.

fuS2L
9
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In "The Battle of Tires"

rwiwws- -

nf

IIIITA
LIIAEUHIV

Vernon of

snaites

rrofoswr n. Struma, M- - D.,
Ino
Itoyal Charity .Hospital, says,
cause for an attack of gout, rheumatism,
lumbago, is supplied by the increase of
urlo acid in the blood serum, the result
of various causes, tbo most frequent of
Uk, one
which is renal. Before
.eural-fj- a,
suiters sometimes from headache,
there.
and
here
twinges of pain
When your kidneys feel like lumps of
lead, when the back hurts or the unne
is cloudy, full of sedimont, or you are
oblired to seek relief two or three times
during the night; whon you suffer with
sink headache, or disiy, nervous spell,
acid stomach i or yon nave rhenmatie
rains or lumbago, gout, sciatica when
the weather is bod, do not ncRloct the
warning, but try simple means. Take
six or eight classes of water during the
day, then obtain at your nearest drug
acid).
(nnti-uri- o
Store 'An-uri- o'
This is tho discovery of Dr. Tierce ol
the Invalids' Hot"!, Buffalo, N. Y.
is on antidote for this urio acid
pfiisoning and dissolves urio acid in the
body much an hot coffee dissolve sugar.
"Anurio" will penetrate into the Joints
and muscles, and dimolve the prisonous
t01"",j
accumulation. H will tmp
Bend 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's InvabuV
Hot!, Bulido, N. ., I Uui paeUco.

over this historic brick testing ground, victory has been eagerly sought by many tire manufacturers. This year
Oldfield Tires fought and vanquished the tires of fourother competing companies.
One of these other tire manufacturers furnished equipment for ten cars, all of which either failed to finish, or
finished behind Chevrolet, Thomas and Milton.

THE OLDFIELD TIRE CO.
BARNEY OLDFIELD

.

President
'

CLEVELAND

;

OLDFIELD TIRES ARE SOLD HERE BY

Taylor Tire and Battery Company
111 SOUTH MAIN

'M

John F. Taylor

PHONE 442

x
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Baker Bros. Agency

Portales to Clovis

Has Incorporated

in Fifteen Minutes

Postal Pay Bill Is

r?

Signed by President

HIT

i
Incorporation
of Baker Bros.
Agency, one of the oldest business
firms in Ctovis, was completed this
week v,,l!i the following effisora:
('. C. bilker, President; H. K. Baker,
J. H. Shepard and J. C. Luikart,
vice presidents; and R. A. Smith,
soeretary-treas-

u

re r.

Aviators

Ralph E. Anderson and
of the Erick Aviation Company of Erick, Okla., spent
a busy afternoon Saturday showing
Clovis people how the city looks
from tho air.
Scott McDowell, of Portales, made
the trip from that town to Clovis
with the visitors Friday afternoon,
in fifteen minutes flying time.
W. S. Ferdon of the Panhandle
Airplane Company of Amarillo, accompanied the fliers to Clovis.
P. A. Stephens,

The firm will continue to handle
roal estate, loans, abstracts and all
kinds of insurance. Their business
will be thorbuirhly (iepartnicnjtized
and with the incorporation of the
firm it is expected that its scope of
N'ow is the time for you people
business will be widened. The capital
stock of the corporation
will be who mavc been promising to come
to Sunday School to make good. We
550,000.
are expecting you Sunday morning.
Don't be too lazy to get up in time.
KENSINGTON CLUB
If you come once and really don't
The Kensington Club met with feel better for coming, then we want
Christian llible
Mrs. W. H. Collins Thursday after- you to ?tay home.
noon. The afternoon was spent in School.
Tinedlc work of different kinds. DainPICNIC MONDAY EVENING
ty refreshments were served by the
hostess to the following members:
Last Monday evening a large crowd
Mcsdames Cassc-l- , Howard, Luikart,
lames Dennis, Denliof and Mateer, of young people motored to the Harseveral being absent on account of rison ranch near Texico and spent
a very enjoyable
picnicing.
time
sickness.
Mr. und Mrs. John D. Brown, Mr.
The next meeting, Thursday, June
and Mrs. W. H. Duckworth, Mr. and
17th, will be held with Mis. James Mrs. G. P. Kuykendall,
Misses Helen
Dennis.
Rought, Vivian Buster, Clara Wilson,
George Robinson, Pearl Hubbard,
NOTICE TO PUBLIC
Minnie Rogers, Claudia Ritter, Esther Watson, Nellie Hayes, and Mil
There seems to have been a report dred Whiting; Messrs. C. W. Harricirculated that we have been indicted son, Clarence Georgo, Hamlin Over-- 1
for profiteering.
Just how such a street, Paul Winstead, Lucal Can- -'
report could have been stalled we nelly, W. F. Towns, Charles Cobb,1
are unable to state, but we want to Ernest McDnniels, Frank Howard.
take this opportunity io state that Ovid Jernigan and Oscar Baird.
it is absolutely false.
IN NEW LOCATION
CO.
A. J. Kodes, President.
Stallings Grocery, formerly located next door to the Clovis National
ENTERTAINED AT
SEVEN O'CLOCK DINNER Bank, has moved into its new quarters in the new Barry building on
Mr. and Mrs. Louis P. J, Mastqrson North Main Stret.
Mr. Stallings has selected a splenvery delightfully entertained a number of their friends at their home on did location and the store will be very
Statts Avenue, Wednesday evening at attractive when the new plate glass
windows are put in.
o'clock dinner.

Washington, D. C The postal pay
increase bill, undr which post office employes will receive $33,000,-00aditional salnrics next year, and
more thereafter, was signed
lust
Saturday by President Wilson.
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FT. SUMNER MAN PARDONED
Harvey Crisp who has been in the
county jail here for the past two
months serving a sentence for assault
in DeBaca County, has been pardoned
by Governor Larrazolo and was released by Sheriff Dean last Saturday.

You will Need

Listers

i

Phone 97 for job work of all kinds.

and Lister Cultivators
i

We Have Them, One and Two Row
AT

--
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Let Us Show Them to You

1 II

Seethe Display!
AN Ingersoll display ir
a window shows a

Remember harvester repairs and supplies
will be hard to get late in the season

store where you can be
"fitted" to one of the dozen
or more Incersolls
according to your own special needs.
Call on an Ingersoll
dealer today and let him
help you select

RODES-BHADI.E-

Rtdlollt
$3.50

Let Us Have Your Orders Early

Wtttrbury Radlolitu

Jmld $S,3S

A profusion of cut flowers were
arrayed artistically about the rooms SUDAN and MILLET CONTRACTS
in which the guests were entertainNow is the time to get in your
ed and the evening spent with these Sudan and millet. Still have seed
charming people was a mod enjoy- to put out on contracts. See us at
able one.
once.
Will H. Pattison.

i
1
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Iwo Weeks

?

ltece

(pa

GINNING JUNE 15th
Millinery and Ladies' Ready-to-WeApparel
for Every Passing Mood of a Summer Day
at Rock Bottom Prices
ar

For the two weeks following the 15th we are positively slashing prices. Unheard-o- f
values in all ready-to-weaAll our suits and spring coats at greatly reduced prices,
also big reductions in bungalow Aprons and house dresses. Everything in our store
goes at reduced prices, so you can't afford to miss these wonderful values.
Visit our bargain counter and get the shock of your life. Hose, voile blouses, and
other bargains too numerous to mention. Quality always the keynote of our offerings. And the woman who shops with us is quick fo recognize the superiority of
our goods.
Many of our best hats at half price, others at great reductions. Everything on sale.
r.

r

GRISAMORE

OSBORNE
i
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Our Customers Are Our

Best Rocommendatlon

j
;

Full Una of Tires and Accessories.
Electric Filling Station.
s

H. E. Baker left Wednesday for
a business trip to Little hock. anc.

a business

trip to points

Every train coining into Clovis brings
baskets of laundry to us from towns in Eastern New Mexico.
Every mail brings packages of dirty duds
froifi
customers who bave'learn-e- d
the supremacy, accuracy and promptness
of our service.
You, too, will be a booster for us, if you
will but give us a trial.

Miss Julia Perkins
will attend
summer normal at Las Vegas.

J. M. Love of Amnrillo spent two
or three days in Clovis this week.

out-of-to-

Mi. R. S. Gray and sister, Miss
Gertrude Johnson, visited in Amarillo
last Saturday.

al Retailers Association.
MSss Nellie Lee Wagner

left this

wek for Canyon, to attend summer
Full line of Tires and Accessories. school.
Electric Filing Station.
Miss Beatrice Fry will leave soon
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard visit for a visit with Miss Ruby Latta at
Carthage, Mo.
ed in Amarillo this week.

Name your car we'll light it.
Electric Filling Station.
Insure your wheat today against
drouth and hail. BmI old lino
Curron Asjenc
com-pant-

.

!

high cost of living.

Groceries

Fresh Meats

We carry the most complete line
of groceries, and offer a wide range
for selection of needs for your table.
Let us help you make the selections
which will add to the joy of eating
home cooked meals.

We buy only the best meats on
the market, and when you buy meat
from us you get the benefit of the
choicest selections we can possibly
make. It is a pleasure to assist you
in securing the very best.

Miss Lelia Kendull is in Cleveland,
Ohio, this week attending the Nation-

J

Mr. and Mr. R. N. Downie of Melrose were Clovis, visitors Sunday.

ii.i

mr m

R. D. Elder who lives south of
St. Vrain was a Clovis visitor

PHONE 48

LOCAL MENTION

mm

We have just moved into our new home in the new
Barry Building, and we are now ready to help the
housewives of Clovis continue their fight against the

Miss Coye Reeves and Miss Elizabeth Riley are attending the normal
at Canyon, Texas.

The Clovis Steam Laundry

4

w

aw

We Are Si Uor
Mew Location

Phillip Lyons spent several days
in Amarillo the first of the week.
E. L. McCauley is on
In Texas.

v. m

Miss Gladys Riley is attending
thu state normal at Las Vegas.

Ben Moss returned the latter part
of the week from Temple where he
has been for about two weeks.

Whether it is a picnic lunch or a dainty Sunday dinner that you're
planning, our complete line of fresh canned goods, groceries and fresh fruits
and our line of meats will be sure to please you.

Louis P. J. Masterson returned
Sunday from a business trip to

Miss Lela Perkins left this week
for her home at Melrose after a
month's visit here with her aunt,
Insure your wheat today against Mrs. Walter Simpson.

drouth and hail. Bad old line com
panics. Curran Agency.

WE'RE HEBE TO SERVE Y OTJ-V- ISIT

of Albuquerque was
here two or three days the latter part
Frank Burns and family returned
The dates for the Tucumcari of this week. Mr. Mandell was acvacation trip to
lust week from
have ben set. The cele- companied home by Master Buddie
Kansas where they have been visiting Round-ubration will be held this year on Mandell, who will visit in
rclutives.
Auguxt 8th, 19th and 20th.
J. A. Nichols returned Sunduy
County Commissioner G. W. Rylc
Rev. G. E. Kennedy, pastor of the
from Oklahoma City fro.n vhith
))a(c he drove home a new Buick se- was in Clovis the first of the week Baptist church, is now in Richmond,
dan. Mr. Nichols drove from Okla- attending the meeting of the Board Va., attending a meeting of the Bap
of County Commissioners.
tist Foreign Mission Board. Mr. Kenhoma City to Clovis in twenty-twnedy is the member of the Board
hours.
Mrs. J. D. Looper, A. J. Mont from New Mexico.
McCormick and Peering repair gomery ami wife, and Mr. and Mrs.
II. II. Looper are visiting in Young
County, Texas, where they are attending a family reunion.

OUR NEW HOME

M. Mandell

v

p

1

Stal tag

o

Four Winners
Will trade for
$3,500 Farm
$2,500 house in Clovis.
$4,000 Worth of Loti. Will trade
for $5,000 farm and pay the difference.
160 Acre. Near Clovis, will
trade for 820 acres of level wheat
land in northern part of county.
$5,000 Horn. In Clovid, will
trade for $6,000 farm and pay
the difcrence.

Phones 22 and 25

MUSIC

EE?

Ivan C. Bridges and Lee McConnell
of Pampa, Texas, visited for two or
three days in Clovis the past week.
Mr. McConnell is a banker ot Pampa
and was here visiting at the home of
Mr. and Mr Bomharger, who are his
relatives. Mr. Bridges was formerly a citizen of Clovis and has many
friends here. He is in thu drug business at Pampa now and says business
is good there.

New Barry Building

Clive Kdgell has returned from a
several week's trip to Colorado,
Sweetwater and other points in Texas. He alwi visited at Dallas and Ft.
W.irth. MY. Edgell says moat of Texas is suffering from too much rain RECORDS

Headquarters for
Everything Musical

now.
Dr. and Mjs. E. M, Chapman nnd
Mr. and Mrs. Hairy Slonehill left
this week fur n trip to Boise City,
Idaho, nnd other points in the north-wes-

PLAYER ROLLS
SHEET MUSIC
PIANOS AND PLAYERS
Schumann, Bush 4 Lane, Starr,
Remington, Stuart.
PHONOGRAPHS
Starr, Cecilophone, Regina, Ellen-olea-

Cable-Nelso-

They will make the trip by
motor and will visit points of interest
SMALL INSTRUMENTS AND
MERCHANDISE
the Yellowstone
in Colorado and
BAND HORNS
perk. ,
Violins
Cornets
Ukuleles
Clarionets
Mr. nnd Man. W. J. Tinker and son, Guitars
Trombones
Merl, left Saturday for New York Mandolins
Baritones
City nnd other points in the east, Banjoes
Altos
where they will visit relatives. French Harps
Basses
Pritchard, Juice Harp
Marion and Charlotte
Flutes
daughters of C. L. Pritchard, ac- Cellos
Saxophones
companied Mr. and Mrs. Tinker as Piano Stools
Drums
far as Chicago where they will visit Piano Benches
relatives before taking an extended
trip through northern Wisconsin.

Croft Music
Company

Harvest Oil and Oilers

SPINGFIELD, WELLS & CO.
104
South Main

Phone 145

E. Monroe Ave.

Name your car we'll light it.
Electric Filling Station

Give us a trial on gasoline and
L. C. Mersfelder of Albuquerque
Electric Filling Station.
spent two or three days in Clovia.
the first of the week.
Miss Louise Kendull of Winters,
Attorney Walter Mayes is
Texas, has accepted a position in the
a few days at Pecos this week.
Speaking of summer vacations,.
Kendull Dry Goods Company's store.
Dr. F. A. Dillon says he is planning-t- o
VV. F. Ford has recently purchased
spend his in the wheat field. Tho
C. C. Ridings and neice, Margaret
Doctors have 500 acres of wheat adnew Maxwell car.
Cramer, left Wednesday far a visit
joining the city limits, and are planin Kansas.
Wallace Austin will leave the lut-t- ning to tackle it with a new combined
part of this week for Kansas harvesting machine just ns soon as.-i- t
A baby boy was born last Thurs
matures.
City and other points on business.
day to Mr. and Mrs, W. J. Cavcny
who live northwest of Clovis.
Anyone wanting
slightly used;'
Mrs. J. W. Hotle and daughter.
Marian, leave Sunday for a two or tractor plows, two bottom, also reJudge E. S. Kerr of Roff, Okla.,
three week's visit with relatives in built tractors, see me. These can br
was here tho latter part of last week
had at attractive prices by seeing me
Wellington, Kansas.
visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
at my 6ffice, East Grand Ave. R
G. P. Kuykcndall.
C. W. Harrison returned Monday F. Shinn.
from Oklahoma where he has been
Miss Muurine Rice arrived in Clo
visiting. Mrs. Harrison and Wayne
She
vis last week from California.
will remain there for a several week's
Regular Meeting
stopped in El Paso, while enroute visit.
ClOVIS. COMMANDERY
home, for a visit.
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dennis have a
Second and Fourth Friday
J. Borden and wife left last Tues newly adopted girl
at their home.
nights of each month.
day for Vallarso, Colo., where they They motored from Amarillo with her
4
at 8:00 O'clock.
go to niake their home with two of
the firet of the wek. Her name is
All Sir Knichts residing in
their sons at that place.
Ray
Bettie
and she is three weeks
this jurisdiction are invited.
old.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis are suR. J. Ncal, Recorder.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ely of Red- premely happy over their new heir.
lands. N. M.. visited in Clovis the
latter part of the weekend were accompanied home by th$r ncice, Miss
Maud Wagner, who will visit there.
oils.

44W4-4-

We want you to try

SUNLIGHT FLOUR
is manufactured by the Cramer Mill and
evators Co. right here in Clovis.

It

i

El-

Buy Flour Now

R. F Richardson of Ardmore, Ok.,
spent several duys here this week.
lived in
Mr. Richardson formerly
Clovis but is now in the oil business
at Ardmore,

Cramer Mill

&

Elevators Company

CLOVIS, N. M.

It

Just the Thing for Your Ford
ty vji

Dr. H. A. Miller left Wednesday
for Iowa City, Iowa, to attend the
bedside of Mrs. Miller's mother who
is very sick.

Wcsterfield is now tailing a
course at Chicago. The
Doctor is also attending the big
Dr.

Mrs, A. T. Strong, nee Miss

Beu-la-

h

Hart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

s

Huy your Sunlight Flour now for two or three
' months ahead as it is now manufactured out of old
wheat and the grade is Al.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT

-

C.

S. Hart, whs lives at Brecken-rtdgc- ,
Texas; is her)e vipiting her

parents.
"Man born of woman is of few
days and full of trouble; he growcth
up like a flower and is cut down,"
and if he isn't trying to do something
for others, the Montr he is cut down
the better off the world will be. ARE
YOU IN THIS CLASS?
If so get
Sunday
out be at the Christian
School at 9:45 promptly next Sun
day morning.

SPRINGS
Aid tlte original FORD spring to withstand the road
strain, either up or down.
WE ALSO CARRY GENERAL AND MILLER
TIRES
AND A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES
,
HILLARD

ANTI-SHOC-

Gasoline and Motor Oils
Give us a trial and we feel sure you will come back.

C. H. Scott & Son, Props.
CORNER GRAND AND PILE

j
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ministratrix of the estate of J.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

L. who, on May 29, 1917, made Addi- Tunnell, of Grady, New Mexico, who,
tional Homestead entry No. 016762, on February 17, 1917, made Addifor SWU, Section 81, Township 3 N., tional Homestead Entry No. 021105,
Range 33 E.,N.M.P.Meridian has filed for SW4, Section 18, Township 6
notire of intention to make Final 8 North, Range 34 East, New Mexico

Downing, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
on the 18th day of May, 1920, and
all claims must be legally presented
for payment within one year from
this 1st day of June, 1920, or same
will be forever barred.
ELIZA DOWNING,
Administratrix.

U. S. Land Office, Fort Sumner,
M., May 27, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that James
Antle, of Clovig, N. M., who, on May
Home-Mea- d
14, 1918 made Additional
entry No. 016963, for W'j,
Section 29, Township 1 N., Range 3(
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
tice of intention to make Final three
ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE
year proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before C. V.
All persons are notified that the
Steed, Probate Judge, in his office undersigned was appointed adminisat Clovis, N. M., on the 6th day of trator of the estate of Mary A.
July, 1920.
deceased, by the Probate
Claimant
names as witnesses, Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
Adolph Amborn, John S. Martin, J. on the 1st day of June, 1920,
and all
D. Trobaugh, and Henry Wiggins, all claims must bo legally presented
of Clovis, N. M.
within one year from said date or
W. R. McGILL,
same will be forever barred.
Register.
J. W. WILKINSON,
Administrator,
If it news The News wants it
rhone us. No. 97.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

N.

.

5t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U. S. Land Office, Fort Bumncr,
N. M., May 27, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Joseph
E. Davis, of Clovis, N. M., who, on
March 23, 1917, made Homestead
entry No. 010386, for EVi, Section
14, Township 3 N., Range 34 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final three year
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. V. Steed,
at Clovig, N. M., on the 8th day of
July, 1920.
Claimant
names as witnesses,
Hoss S. Cherry, J. B. Hendrix, R. I.
Duke, and Delniar I. Bamctt, all of
Clovis, N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.
5t

ADMINISTRATRIX

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
May 15, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that Frank
E. Dent, of St. Vrain, N. M., who,
on August 8, 1916, made Additional
Homestead entry No. 014295 for
NE'4, Section 35, Township 2 N,
Range 33 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final three year proof to establish
claim to the land above described,
before R. D. Elder, U. S. Commissioner, at St. Vrain, N. M., on the
26th day of June,1920.
Claimant
names as witnesses:
James B. Roy, Will L. Glen, Edwin
F. Bookter, Joe Randolph, all of St.
Vrain, N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register

year proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before R. D.
Elder, U. S. Commissioner, in his
office at St. Vrain, N. M., on the
26th day of June, 1920.
Claimant
names as witnesses:
James B. Roy, Frank E. Dent, Edwin
F. Bookter, Joe Rondojph, nil of St.
Vrain, N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register

In the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of E.
R. Rather, deceased. No. 299.
Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration upon the estate of
E. R. Rather, deceased, wore issued
and granted to W. D. Suther-lin- ,
of Clovis, New Mexico, on the
20th day of May, 1920, under and
pursuant to an order made and entered by the Probate Judge of Curry
County, New Mexico.
ALL PERSONS having claims
ugainst said estate are hereby notified and required to present same
together with the necesary vouchers,
to the undersigned
administrator
of said estate within one year from
the date of this notice or said claims
will be forever barred and precluded
from any benefits of said estate.
Dated at Clovis tLis 20th .lay of
May, 1920.
W.

A full line of Moline Listers and

on these implements.

All grades of Mobiloil at prices

that will save you money.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
F. B. PAYNE, Manager

n

D.SUTHERI.I
Administrator.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico, May 3, J 9 20.
Notice is hereby given that
L. Glen, of St. Vrain, N. M.,
Notice is hereby given that John R.

THE NEW

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

All persons are notified that the
undersigned waa appointed the ad- -

Market Department

Progressive

Shoe Shop

have added n market department to our
will have choice, fresh meats at all
times you can fret what you want want when you
want it at our store.
W'c

pwory and

BOOTS AND SHOES
MADE

TO ORDER

CLEANLINESS IS OUR MOTTO

Old Legs Refooted

F. E. Wilkerson

Johnson & Sullivan

Proprietor
105 S.

h i

"v

Main Street

'

"

A

m.

Let's settle
this right now!

in a

'

a

better cigarette than Camel!
You'll find Camels unequalled by
any cigarette in the world at any

are aided by special steels

price because Camels combine
every feature that can make a
cigarette supreme I

Thus when you call on it to
halt, the brakes are not required
to "wrestle" with superfluous
weight, and the momentum of
the car ia easily stopped.
These are steels made to
Maxwell's own formulae. They
equal, pound for pound, the
steels in any car built. But
just Vke
no car has p
them.
In a large measure they contribute to Maxwell's growing
figures
prestige, as expressed
:
now
400,000
these
nearly
like
in use; and 100,000 more for
'
'
the year 1020.

Camels expert blend of choice

Brakes seem to be one of the
overlooked features of a motor
car. In a Maxwell they have
had the extreme of attention.
For instance, a road engineer,
in ahout 500,000 miles of experimental driving, has constantly tested and studied them.
That in why you can check the
speed of a Maxwell in an instant
and bring it to a standstill either
by foot brake or hand brake.
Special steels in a Maxwell
They
are largely responsible;.
give it extra ctre.'Jjlh in wear
lurance, but they make
and
the car light ia weight.
i

II

No man ever smoked

ELL

MAX

I

Next Door to Postoffice

PHONE 118

Those Good Brakes

ll

e

These are the old reliable Moline line. The prices are right

NO REASON FOR IT
When Clovit Citiisni Show a Way.
There can be no reason why any
reader of this who suffers the tortures of an aching back, the annoyance of urinary disorders, the pains
and dangers of kidney Ills will fail to
heed the words of a neighbor who has
found relief.
Read what a Clovis
citizen says:
Mrs. John W. Fisher, 008 W. Otero
Ave, says: "I suffered with an awful
weakness in my back and felt miserMy kidneys were weak and
able.
caused me much annoyance, and
many times I was troubled with swelling of my hands and feet.
Dizzy
spells were common and flashes and
specks came before my eyes, blurring
my sight. I was all run down when
I began taking Donn's Kidney Pills,
They quickly relieved me and before
long removed the trouble."
00c, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
5
Fosfer-Milbur-

Mo-lin-

Cultivators.

I. J. BRISCOE, Register.

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATOR

mm

lusmess is

Principal Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three
"car Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before C. V.
Steed, Probate Judge, Clovis, Curry
County, New Mexico, on the fifteenth
day of June, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses: Levi
J. Henson of Grndy, N. M., S. M.
Stewart of Grady, N. M., E. H. Har-pe- r
of Grady, N. M. and G. S. Williams, of Grady, N. M.

m

themselves. Their smoothness

will appeal to you, and permit
you to smoke liberally without tir-

ing your taste I
Camels leave no unpleasant

ciga-ret- ty

aftertaste nor unpleasant

flj l

cigaretty odor I
You'll prefer Camels blend to either
kind of tobacco smoked straight

jj

j

1

Comtoto

oro ofc mrorywhorw in otionlirioMify wfcrf
30 Mart, or Ion poet.

pochoif of 30 otforotlot tor

Wo alronitf rocommond Irtio carlo ibr
oarlon
tho Bomo or o&co ropplr or whon yom IroroL

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Wlniton-Salt-

MM

f!

N. C.

MM

p

7

4

tobaccos puts Camels in a class by

'I'f

Corner Pile and Grand
Clovis, N. M.

'

.I

ATI

Turkish and choice Domestic

.

Clovis Motor Sales Co.

I
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Whenever you feel like coming in
to talk it over, even when not yet ready
to buy, we 'shall be delighted to ex-

line of harmonious, tasteful, distinctive

change ideas and suggestions.

effects for the home.

Our suggestions will be along the

u

t

Wx""

''
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Our Experience of House House Furnishing is at Your Command
WE FURNISH THE HOME COMPLETE
206, 208 210, 212

206, 208 210, 212

SOUTH MAIN STREET

Glovis Furniture & Undertaking Go.

SOiJTH MAIN STREET

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

R. M. BISHOP, Manager

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main

Street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and

201

AMBULANCE SERVICE
O. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Tryor and Mrs. Pryor's
scluol all from Fairview in the valley, and Mrs. J. O. Smith and children
called at the homo of F. B. Scott
lust week Id watch Mr. Whinery shear

CAMERON NEWS

Earl Boncy is froitchtini? for I.. M.
Boncy.
Geneva Wtytakcr sprnt Monday
ufU'Maon with Winnie bethraue.
Mrs. M. F. Morrison ii preparing
to take a- trip to Texas in the mar
-

future.

Mrs. M. A. Johnston

returned June

from a trip to Texas and Oklahoma. Shu left hero April 20. She
visited relatives at Lefors, Wellini?- ton, and Chilicothe, Texua, and Altus
and DruinriKht, Okla.

dinner also. All were invited to attend a similar service at Havener
June 20, and also at Texico June 27.
J. Z. Isler bought two fine blood
ed pig of Robert Eaton. Mr. Eaton
delivered them Monday.
Of. and Mrs. A. C. Johnston took
their little girl to Clovis last week
to see Dr. Lancaster for medical

treatment.
Mr. J. T. Gerber

Iuih.

2

suffering

is

AMBULANCE SEEVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

severely with a cancer on his hand,
and also Mrs. R. A. Sharp is suffering
severely with a cancer on her face.

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.
BLACKTOWER
A splendid time to refinisii your
day afternoon.
autos. A good painter at my shop
comour
was
in
Mr.
Sullivan
Dan
Miss IvieChnndler of this commun
now.
Phone 254. Bert Curless. tfc
munity last Sunday.
ity left last Wednesday, June 2, for
BROOM CORN New Mexico's
Bio. Wilmon delivered a fine serLas Vegas where she will attend the
one sure srop. Get your seed at
Sunday.
mon
last
state normal.
Sunday school is fine. There were Gurley Warehouse.
Quite a crowd from Blacktower
Phone 97 for job work of all kinds.
attended church at'Ranchvale Sun- - 75 present, and $3.94 collection.

a

Hie "Cream" of

Miss

with

I

9

sale

2
jr

&

CO

CO

and

Phosphate Baking Powder;

D

to Obtain in
the East

e
1

Notwithstanding the fact that money is much
harder to get in the east, we are still making loans
on improved farms favorahly located, hut we arc
restricted for the present to loans on improved farms
occupied and farmed hy applicant. Cannot make
loans at this time to
non-resident-

M

ii iiA

6H
1

s.

Union Mortgage

Coiipaity
i

and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
208-210-21-

2

1oney Harder

North Main Street

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

Virjril Dunn is drilling a well on his
farm this week.
T. W. Davison and family left

Ike Hinei and family input Monday night at the honm of Albert
The Misses Lixzie and Alice
and their mother and
mlay
Josio Crecelina visited
Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. Jsler.
J. D. Cameron ii to have a
next Monday.
Mrs. Farmer, Ruby Whinery

Mr. Scott's sheep.

last Wednesday for Hobart, Okla.
Mrs. Crecelina sold 32 dozen eggs
at Boney's Monday for 25c a dozen.
The young folki enjoyed a party
at the home of Jess Wood Saturday
night.
Virgil and Clif Dunn made a busi
ness trip to Amarillo Monday to see
about buying a thresher.
Rome Isler freighted eleven head
of hogs to Hereford last week tor
Mr. Glahn. The hoga averaged near
ly 300 pounds each.
Many of the farmers are rustling
around engaging their harvest hands,
to be in readiness when the grain
ripens.
This part was visited with a good
rain Friday night.
There was no Sunday school at
New Hope Sunday as the superintendent and a larger part of the
school attended the singing convex
tion at Bellview. A very large crowd
was present at the convention which
was held at the Methodist church
The sinking was excellent and the

Clovis, N. M.

i
i

1

P

Now made with pure Phosphate

12

m Can 2Be
The first important
move toward reducing
the high cost of living
.

Whoksomz

'"

.

Economical
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She was accompanied home REAL OIL DEVELOPMENT
IN PARMER COUNTY
J. B., and
LOCAL MENTION
daughter, Virginia, who will visit
While Eastern New Mexico Is plugthere for a few weeks.
ging along in its slow but sure efA. W. Skarda is in Los Angeles fort to locate the next big oil pool in
L. C, Morgan and family have
field. The borderth's week where he was called on ac- the
moved to Prairie Grove, Ark.
count of the illness of Mrs. Skurda ing counties in Texas are racing for
who is spending a few weeks on the this honor.
Mrs. W. L. Greenlcaf returned this
The Prairie Oil & Gas Company Is
const.
week from a several week's visit in
planning to sink four deep tests on
Missouri.
Fred Harvey invites the applica- - syndicate holdings in the plains countion of young ladies for its serv-- l try and the first of these tests, the
The local Maxwdl agency reports ice as
lunch room attendants, dining Kriona well, is down 1250 feet, acthe sale of Maxwell cars to Jim roam gii'ls, maids and pantry girls
cording to reports received in Clovis
Brown of Texiro and Ed V. Leach.
Wednesday.
experience not necessury.
Imve
While no monster oil gusli
s
Hoys as
and kitchen work-- I
Jeff Hightower, who is employed era. Excellent wagns and sood work- - been struck in this territory, the
c
Hnrdwure Co., ing hou''. Apply HARVEY HOUSE, enormous production of the gas wells
at
in the Amarillo field lead Mie officis driving a new Maxwell.
CLOVIS.
ers of the Prairie Company to beS. I. Roberts of Carlsbad is spendDid you forget Sunday School lust lieve that a good gas field should be
ing a few days in Clovis looking after Sunday? Well we are expecting you opened up in the Frionu country at
business and visiting his
n, G. 0. next Sunday and want you to bring about 1900 to 2000 feet.
e
Roberts of the
The Friona well is on the highwny
someone with you, It's a mighty sorHardware Co.
ry boy or girl that won't go to Sun- between Clovis and Amarillo, and is
day kclool when they have the op- - being watched with a great deal of
Oil Lenses in Pecos Oil Field. Ward purtunity.
Come to the Christian interest by local people.
Co. next big piny.
tracts $50, Church al 9:45.
LOS ANGELES NOW
close to deep test well, get in ahead
A FALSE REPORT
LEADS ALL CITIES
of production.
i
D. A. Dodds, Pecos, Texas
WEST OF ST. LOUIS
ltp
A report seems to have been circii- lut.tfd that certain merchants of Clovis
Washington, June 9. Los Angeles
Did you ever stop to think that
fellow who just lives for himself ind have been indicted for profiteering. has outstripped San Francisco and
thinks only of self is a pretty sorry The News has carefully investigated became the largest city west of St.
proposition? Think it over and then ' this report and has found it to be Louis during the lust ten years the
come to the Christian Church next false. Just how such rumors start census bureau announced population
Sunday and see what wt are trying is hard to say. A few months ago of thi two cities tonight shows.
to do.
there was a report current that a
It also has outgrown Buffalo, tenth
prominent Amarillo firm had been in- - largest city in the country in 1910,
Mrs. E. C. Eastin and little daugh- dieted for overcharges and the re- as well as Milwaukee, Newark, Cinter, Bettie Louise, and son, Dalton, sult was that the firm wns done quite cinnati and New Orleans.
are visiting in Amarillo. They had an injury.
Los Angeles now has a population
planned to also visit at Kansas City
The next time some man tells you of 575,480, an increase of 256,828
and other points but their trip was that a Clovis merchant has been in while San Francisco has 508,410 indelayed on account illness of one of dicted for profiteering insist that he habitants.
Los Angeles
rate of
the children.
tell you just how he got his informa- growth was 80.3 per cent compared
tion and do not circulate the report with San Francisco's rate of 21.9 per
Miss Grace Bell, who has been liv- unless you know the report to be cent during the ten years.
ing in Clovis at the home of her true.
istor, Mrs. W. W. Atwood, on North
For Sale A pair of Belgian hares.
Connelly St., and attending school,
If its news The News wants it. 512 North Connelly Street. Fhonc
136.
ha returned to her homo near Tu- - Phone us. No. 97.
tfc
cumcari.

by Mrs. At wood and son,

Mi

Versions of Vacation Attire

For Seashore, Mountain, Lake or Country

'

bus-buy-

Roherts-Doarborn-

2-

Roberts-Dearborn-

,

I

.

Fascinating

in Color and Design Are the

Fabrics for Summer Wear
One may be as quaintly Victorian as one's grandmother this
summer for the favored fabrics of tlic season were never more
pointedly ami delightfully feminine. A frock may le fashioned
of sheer' Swiss in the chic shade called toast, of one of the color-

ful organdies or of printed voile besprinkled with formal little
English nosegays. It is bard to know what not to purchase, for
the woniMii who has her things math' will visualize a train of
Frocks ard blouses and hats evolved from tlieni.

Fresh Curtains at Your Windows Lend a
Kindly Touch to the House
There is an undeniable charm that lends itself to a house
through the selection of Hangings that express its personality.
For instance, if yours is a quaint colonial house the June Sale
of ruffled white curtains will interest you. If it is a bungalow,
an apartment or just a plain house there are other unusual values in curtains of every sort to be secured during the June Sale
at special prices.

Tub Blouses and Skirts form Crisp and
Smart Costumes
A delight unto the eye is a woman stepping forth on a Summer's day attired in a dainty lingerie blouse and a crisp tub

That hjippy combination 'of immaculate freshness, so
simple and yet so exceedingly smart, was never in better taste
or si vie than this vcar. Tub skirts generally follow tailored lines.
More varied are the Blouses, frilly, lucked, lace trimmed, and
embroidered. Kasy to launder, always smart and comparatively
inexpensive, plenty of skirts and blouses prepare a woman for
almost anything.

8

They Get Your Goods There on Time!
THE
-

world's best products are valueless unless brought to market
r- quickly, surely, and economically. Many a business has prospered
solely because of superior service rendered. "Service" above all, means
And just as, other things being equal,
prompt, dependable deliveries.
your trade goes to the man who serves you best, so will he and all the
world buy of whomever can be depended on to quickly and surely
"deliver the goods." In these days this means Motor Truck equipment, and this, at its best, means MASTER Truck equipment. Study
Motor Trucks and you will see the reason why.

Till

ill

9nfmvm ii ,

V" m

in

i

Summer Frocks Expressing Youth

U

11

TRUCKS

11 Models Master Trucks are the outcome of 16
years' practical experience in designing,
building and giving service for Automobile
Their makers have earned their
Trucks.
knowledge through contact with a thousand
problems. The Trucks they are building today
are the outcome of the continuous Bolving of
one transportation problem after another; the
crystallization of all that the best engineers
know of Truck building and design. The result
is, first of all, essentially sound and practical;
but it is more than that. It is a product which
U literally the Master in its field.

- IY2 to

6

Tons

As you would expect in such a product,

the very best parts and materials go into
Master construction. Ask any expert as
to the quality of Buda motors, Timken axles
and bearings, Brown-Lipclutches and trans
missions, Detroit springs and Parrish and
Bingham pressed steel frames. You will find, in
Master Trucks, that all these and other parts
are
larger than need be. You will
find that each is specially designed for the
others, and united by scientific engineering into
balanced, related unit perfect in its smallest
detail. That is the secret of the wonderful
Master performance of the sure, continuous,
willing Master service.
e
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Grace and Individuality
These Frocks say, "It's Summer time. Why not he frilly
and frivolous and as feminine as possible J" Bufflcs and lace,
tucks and puff., plait ings and points all find their way on
Frocks of gingham, voile, Swiss and organdie.
BUY ECONOMICALLY AT THE JUNE SALES
The June Sale of Frocks demonstrates that you may be
smartly attired without great outlay by attending to your- needs
now. On second thought it will occur to you that it is economy
to buy tub clothes early in the season in order to secure maximum
wear from them.
-

Phone us, and we will call al pour convenience, and without the slightest obligation to
pou, to study pour hauling problem and make expert suggestions as to Its best solution

For Dealers Proposition, Write to

Master Sales Company of New Mexico
Motor Inn Garage, Glovis, New Mexico
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WE GIVE S. & H. GREEN TEADING STAMPS

